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Abstract

First principles periodic Hartree-Fock calculations have been carried out for the

manganese oxides, MnO, MnC>2, LiMnC>2, MnFe2C>4, including Li doped MnO
and the first electron addition and first ionised states of MnO and Mn02, in order

to investigate the nature of the formal valence charge states of Mn. As part of a

separate study of MnO, possible high pressure phases have been investigated in

light of a recently observed phase transition at 90GPa. Calculations have also
been carried out for Ti02 rutile to investigate the surface structures and energetics
of its low index surfaces and the electronic structure of its electron excess states.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The first ab initio periodic Hartree-Fock study in this area of magnetic oxides
was in 1993 with an investigation of the ground state properties of VO, MnO and

1 • , 2 •

NiO compared with the non magnetic oxide CaO using the CRYSTAL suite of

programs, which included for the first time the spin unrestricted procedure (UHF)
introduced into molecular calculations by Pople and Nesbit3. These transition
metal oxides were all found to be high spin insulating and largely ionic in nature

with Mulliken charges of ±1.9e, which is close to the formal charge of ±2. The
3d populations were also found to be close to the formal values of 3, 5 and 8

respectively, with local magnetic moments close to measured values. Full
structural optimisations were carried out for all oxides by direct energy

minimisation leading to calculated lattice parameters for CaO, MnO and NiO
which were -2.5% larger than the experimental values. This error of -2.5% is
similar to that found previously for a wider range of ionic and semi ionic oxides.
The error in the lattice parameter of VO, however, was -10% larger than the

experimental value. This discrepancy was attributed to the fact that VO is highly
defective with large concentrations of cation and anion vacancies and might also

be non stoichiometric, neither of which were included in the calculations which

were for the fully stoichiometric non defective material. The calculated densities
of states (DOS) were examined as these provide additional information on the
electronic structure. The calculated DOS of CaO corresponded closely to that of a
classical ionic system, with a valence band of 0(2p) states separated by an

overestimated gap from the conduction band of mixed O and Ca states. It should
be emphasised that all gaps between bands (levels) of unequal occupancy are

overestimated in Hartree-Fock theory which is due to the inconsistent treatment
of the self interaction. Thus Hartree-Fock calculations estimate correctly gaps

between filled bands, notably those between the 2s and 2p and also those
between empty bands. The calculated valence band structures of NiO, MnO and

VO all differed from CaO in that their valence bands were not constructed solely
from 0(2p) states but had a significant contribution from M(3d) states (where
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M= Ni, Mn, V). In the case of NiO and MnO though, the upper edges of their
valence bands were found to be dominated by O(p) states while the VO upper

edge was predominately V(3d). In view of these findings a preliminary
investigation was also carried out into the nature of the hole states in these three
transition metal oxides by substituting one of the metal atoms by a Li atom. For
25% Li substitution of the unrelaxed materials, Mulliken population analyses
indicated that the hole states were all O(p) in nature, ie d5L. This was an

unexpected result for VO as the states at the upper edge of the valence band were

V(3d), so that assuming a rigid band model, hole states were expected to be d".

Therefore, it was concluded that this initial investigation into the nature of the
hole states did not provide valid results due to the high Li concentration in the

doping regime. However VO, NiO and MnO were all found to be high spin

antiferromagnetic (AF) insulators in complete agreement with experiment.
This first study led to a subsequent paper by Towler et at which investigated non

defective MnO and NiO in more detail. Towler et at confirmed the findings of

the initial investigation, namely that, MnO and NiO are high spin insulators, but
with an antiferromagnetic, AF2, spin arrangement, which consists of alternate

ferromagnetic (FM) {111} planes aligned antiferromagnetically in the solid. This

AF2 spin arrangement is also known to give rise to a spin lattice interaction or a

magnetostriction effect which results in a rhombohedral contraction normal to the

FM planes. This distortion, in terms of the change in cubic angle, was estimated

by Towler et at to be 0.47° and 0.075° for MnO and NiO respectively, which

compared with values of 0.62° and 0.1° found experimentally. The elastic and

vibrational properties of MnO and NiO were also investigated and found to be in
reasonable agreement with experiment, where data of sufficient quality was

available. Apart from confirming the essentially ionic high spin insulating nature

of VO, MnO and NiO, this original work provided indirect evidence for the
nature of valence band holes in these systems, which following the discovery of

high temperature superconductivity, had become an area of intense experimental
and theoretical interest. This early work on NiO was followed up two years later

by two papers. The first of these presented for the first time direct evidence that
valence band holes in Li doped NiO (Li:NiO) at doping levels of 12.5% and 25%
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Li were 0(2p) in nature5. The second paper6, also provided direct evidence that
the first ionised state of undoped NiO was essentially d5L but that the first
ionised state of Fe doped NiO consisted essentially of Fe(3d), as deduced by

Springhorn and Schmalzried7 from their conductivity measurements. The direct
evidence which supported these findings came from the charge and spin density
distributions projected onto a suitable plane of the doped materials. Unlike the
Mulliken charge populations which are arbitrary, although reasonably defined,

charge and spin density distributions are obtained directly from the wavefunction.
However, in both cases the results of Mulliken charge and spin population

analyses were entirely consistent with the charge and spin density distributions.
Further direct evidence also came from a comparison of the atom projected
densities of unoccupied states of non defective NiO and the first ionised or Li

doped systems. The creation of a hole leads to new unoccupied states, which
when projected onto Ni and O are shown to consist entirely of O(p) states exactly
as predicted from Mulliken population analyses and the charge and spin
distributions. The band gap in NiO was estimated as the gap between the new

empty O(p) states at the upper valence band edge and the lower edge of the
conduction band, giving a value of ~3.5eV, which compared with the

experimental value of 3.7eV.

Moving away from calculations of defect states, there followed three quite
distinct ab initio periodic Hartree-Fock investigations of NiO solid solutions with

MgO, two of which included MnO/MgO solid solutions. The first, by Heath et

af, was concerned with the calculation of the enthalpies of mixing of NiO/MgO
and of MnO/MgO. From this study, which combined electronic structure and
lattice free energy calculations, it was suggested that while positive enthalpies of

mixing, such as that for MnO/MgO, were amenable to direct calculation by both

methods, the unique case of NiO/MgO with a negative enthalpy of mixing,

required electronic structure methods to account for the subtle changes of
electronic structure that are responsible for the negative deviation from ideality.
The second of these studies by Towler et al9 used the CRYSTAL program to

calculate the equilibrium surface geometries and electronic properties of

NiO/MgO thin films. The third investigation, also by Towler et al10, was
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concerned with the electronic structure and in particular the single particle DOS
of solutions of the type, MxMgi_xO (where M=Ni, Mn) as a function of x. The
densities of M states were found to be largely unaffected by concentration up to

MO, with such changes that did occur being of the same order of magnitude as

those associated with changes in the magnetic state. From these results it was

suggested that independent ion behaviour characterises the electronic properties
of NiO and that Hartree-Fock theory predicts the correct ground state properties
of magnetic insulators such as this because the important onsite Coulombic
interactions of essentially localised electrons are described correctly.
Catti and coworkers11'12 then reported UHF calculations of the trivalent magnetic

oxides, a-Fe203U and Cr2C>312, both of which have the corundum structure. In the

study of a-Fe203 the effects of basis set type were investigated by a comparison

of the optimised structural parameters derived from two different basis sets. The
I ^

first was an all electron basis of the type previously used for a-Al203 ~, MnO and

NiO; the second was a valence only set in conjunction with the large core

Durand-Barthelat pseudopotentials. Three structural variables, which consisted of
the ratio of lattice constants, c/a, the z coordinate of the Fe atom, z(Fe), and the x

coordinate of the O atom, x(O), were optimised for a number of fixed volumes

ranging from -10% to +8% of the experimental volume. The optimised values
were found to vary linearly with the change in volume. The optimisation was

done in this way in order to observe the effect of pressure on the lattice structure.

Although the structural parameters, so calculated, depend on the volume, they
can be transformed to a pressure dependence by differentiation of the Hartree-
Fock energy with respect to the volume (p=-dE/dV). The pressure dependence of
the structural parameters was plotted and from the c/a ratio versus pressure

dependence, it was deduced that a-Fe203 was more compressible than
11

issostructural a-Al203 ~ studied previously. For the calculated zero pressure, or

equilibrium values, it was found that better agreement between experimental and

computed structural parameters was obtained from the all electron basis.
However the errors in the lattice parameters from the valence only set were still

within the usual 2.5%, typical of UHF calculations. For a-Fe203, the R3 AF

spin arrangement was calculated to be the most stable, in agreement with
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experiment, and 0.036eV lower in energy than the FM state. The AF state, which
is stabilised through superexchange interactions, is highly sensitive to the Fe-O-
Fe bond angles, which the all electron basis set calculates to within 1% of their

experimental values. From the calculated DOS a-Fe203 is predicted to be a wide
band gap insulator, with a band gap which is spanned by O(p) states at the upper

valence band edge and Fe(d) states at the lower edge of the conduction band.

This investigation concluded that a-Fe203 is more covalent than MnO and NiO

but slightly more ionic than OC-AI2O313.
The other magnetic sesquioxide to be investigated was Cr20312 and it was found

to have a different ground state antiferromagnetic spin arrangement from a-

Fe203. All electron basis set calculations predicted the R3c AF spin configuration
to be the most stable, which was in complete agreement with experiment.

Overlap population analyses suggested that Cr203 is much more of a covalent

system than a-Fe203. The effect of pressure on the lattice structure was

investigated as before from which plots of a/a0, c/c0, V/V0 and (c/a)/(c0/a0) versus

pressure, where V is volume and the subscript indicates the equilibrium values,
were in good agreement with experimental data over the common pressure range.

It was also predicted from the pressure dependence of the c/a ratio that Cr203 was

less compressible than a-Fe203.

The geometry of the basal {0001} surface of Cr2C>3 was investigated in a separate

study14 by direct energy minimisation of a six layer infinite two dimentional slab.

Structural optimisations using the FM and AF spin arrangements resulted in

geometries which were practically identical, with differences in displacements of
less than 0.002A. However, the AF spin arrangement was still lower in energy.

The charge of the central Cr was monitored during relaxation and only very small

changes, less than 0.0 le, were found from the bulk value. Overall then, large
inward relaxations of the surface Cr ions were observed which reduced the

surface energy from 9JnT2 to 3Jm"2.
The UHF method has been shown to deal effectively with degenerate open shell

systems, where, in order to achieve the ground state solution of the Hartree-Fock

equations, the degeneracies of the orbitals must be removed. The first such study
which confirmed this was carried out on the magnetic fluoride rutile, FeF215. The
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electronic configuration of the d orbitals of Fe2+ is t^gCg which requires a

distortion to remove the degeneracy of the t2g orbitals to give an insulating state.
Prior to this investigation, only MnO, NiO and VO magnetic oxides had been
studied1, all of which have non degenerate t2g and eg filled states. The FeF2

investigation predicted an optimised structure with a Jahn Teller distortion of the
FeF6 octahedra. The calculated distortion was in good agreement with

experiment, with two Fe-F bond lengths calculated as 2.052A and 2.148A, which

compared with the experimental values of 2.003A and 2.117A. respectively. The
AF spin arrangement of FeF2 was found to be lower in energy than the FM

arrangement which is also in agreement with experiment. The Mulliken charges
of FeF2 were found to be very close to that in MgF2 with the calculated spin

moment on Fe of 3.93|J.B, which compares with the experimental value of 3.75pB.

All of the fundamental electronic properties of FeF2 were predicted correctly

including the d-d gap and the Jahn Teller distortion of the FeF6 octahedra.
Other magnetic fluorides with more complex structures have been investigated.
The first of these was KNiF3 perovskite16, then in a parallel paper, K2NiF417 with
a structure similar to La2Cu04, and finally KCUF3 perovskite18. The ground state

magnetic properties of all of these fluorides were correctly predicted by the ab
initio periodic Hartree-Fock program, CRYSTAL. They were all confirmed as

highly ionic, insulating materials with wide band gaps and AF spin arrangements.

In all cases, the superexchange interactions were investigated in detail. The

calculated distortion found in KCuF3, resulting from the d9 electronic

configuration of Cu", was estimated in close agreement with the Jahn Teller

distortion found from experimental structure determination.

Moving away from fluorides and returning once again to magnetic oxides and, in

particular, to two studies which have been carried out on systems which contain

heavy metal ions, which necessitate the use of pseudopotentials to represent the

inner cores, tungsten trioxide, WfV9, and molybdenum trioxide, aMo0320. The
purpose of these calculations was to determine the structural and ground state

electronic properties of these oxides. Tungsten trioxide is constructed from

corner sharing octahedra, WC>6, which are distorted such that W is shifted from

its lattice position at the centre of the octahedra, towards one oxygen atom,
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resulting in a stable tetragonal phase. Although the cubic phase of WO3 had not
been observed experimentally, both the hypothetical cubic and tetragonal phases
of WO3 were investigated. The stabilisation of the tetragonal phase was then
attributed to the fact that as the W was displaced from its central position in the

hypothetical cubic structure the bond between it and the nearest neighbour
oxygen became more covalent. This resulted in an energy difference of 0.8eV
between the cubic and tetragonal phases. Even when the tetragonal phase was put

under pressure by a reduction in the unit cell volume, it still remained the most

stable phase. Although OC-M0O3 is also constructed from distorted MoC>6

octahedra, it exists in a symmetry reduced orthorhombic structure. Mo ions are

displaced from their central octahedral position but this time in a slightly
different direction, towards two of the six surrounding oxygen atoms.

Optimisation of the structural parameters gave values which were in good

agreement with those determined experimentally. It was found that a-Mo03 is

similar to WO3 in that Mo forms a strong covalent bond with a single O atom of
the surrounding octahedra, which is even stronger than that previously observed
in WO3. This study also predicted that OC-M0O3 is insulating as opposed to the

semiconducting behaviour ofWO3.

Another further study involving a heavy metal and the use of core
21

pseudopotentials was carried out by Harrison et al on PbS. The purpose of this

study was to investigate the effect of various approximations on the structural

properties of rocksalt PbS. In this investigation, four different types of

pseudopotential were employed in combination with two different optimised
valence electron basis sets for Pb and the all electron basis sets of S. The effect of

these combinations was assessed by comparing the subsequent optimised
structural parameters with the corresponding experimental values. It was found
that variation in the pseudopotentials produced large differences in the calculated

lattice parameter and bulk modulus, whereas varying the basis set apparently
made very little difference to these calculated values. From the Mulliken

population analyses it was concluded that PbS was fairly ionic with Mulliken

charges of ±1.8e. This was confirmed by the atom projected DOS which showed

the effect of very weak covalency due to the hybridisation of Pb 6s and 6p bands
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with the S 3p band. The calculated DOS was in acceptable agreement with an

ultra-violet photoelectron spectrum which revealed the width of the Pb 6p and S

3p peaks as 6.0eV which compared with calculated values of 5.9eV and 6.4eV

respectively.
From this wide range of studies it is evident that ab initio spin unrestricted

periodic Hartree-Fock calculations as implemented in the CRYSTAL code

provide an accurate description of the ground state electronic and magnetic

properties of ionic and partially ionic systems. The major reason for this is the
exact treatment of both the onsite and non local exchange. The former is largely

responsible for the essentially localised nature of the d electrons in the first row
transition metal oxides, while the latter is responsible for the prediction of the
correct AF states which are stabilised by superexchange. A further important
reason for the success of the CRYSTAL program is the very high level of
numerical accuracy, without which the identification of different magnetic states

would be impossible.
The results of chapter 3 follow naturally from the investigation into the defect
states of NiO, as a detailed investigation of the electronic structure and

magnetism of the free and Li bound hole states and of the electron addition states

in MnO is presented. Chapter 4 is concerned with an investigation of the high

pressure properties of MnO in view of the recently observed phase transition at

90GPa which has been suggested as being B1-B2. Previously there have been a
22 23number of successful Hartree-Fock high pressure studies on MgO" , CaO ' and

SrO24. The phase transition pressures which were calculated for CaO and SrO,
68GPa and 42GPa respectively were in good agreement with the experimental
values of ~60GPa and ~36GPa. More recently, Hartree-Fock calculations have
been carried out to determine the phase transition pressures of the alkali halides
and alkaline earth oxides25, with pressures found close to the measured values.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 evolve directly from chapter 3 and are concerned with the
valence state ofMn in higher oxides. Chapters 8 and 9 address the rutile phase of

TiO?, which has recently been the subject of much experimental investigation. In

chapter 8 the relaxed surface geometries are investigated while chapter 9 focuses

8



on the electronic structure of both the stoichiometric and non stoichiometric

surfaces and bulk material.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Computation

This chapter outlines the basic equations, approximations and simplifications
used in Hartree-Fock theory with particular emphasis on its implementation in
CRYSTAL1, the linear combination atomic orbital (LCAO) self consistent field

(SCF) periodic Hartree-Fock program, which has been used throughout this
thesis.

The electronic structure of an N-electron system can be calculated if the
fundamental problem of finding a solution to the N-electron Schrodinger

equation,

H(1,....,N)VF(1,....,N) = E*F(1,....,N) 2.1

in which N electrons move in the Coulombic field of M nuclei with charges of

{ZA}, can be overcome. If for the system under investigation the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation is assumed to be valid, H(1,....,N) is given by

N
H = X

1 , M 7. N
- —Vj2 - X]———| + I2 A |ri — RA | j>l rj

2.2

in atomic units, where {r;} and {Ra} are the electronic and fixed nuclear

coordinates respectively. The N electron wavefunction, ^(1,....,N), is then

functionally dependent on {rj} and parametrically dependent on {Ra}- The
kinetic and nuclear attraction energies are represented by the one electron terms

while the two electron term represents the repulsive interaction between the
electrons.

Any attempt to find a solution to the N particle Schro dinger equation must

involve a fundamental approximation to VF(1,....,N) as its exact functional form

is unknown. In reality the only approximation which can be used with any

generality is the single particle approximation, where it is assumed that the N

electron wavefunction can be written as a product of N single particle functions,

{Yi},
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2.3

A general form of £2(1,....,N) is

Q(l,....,N) = XCkOk 2.4
k

where <J>k is a determinantal function of {\|/j} and as a result of the requirement
that the total wavefunction must be antisymmetric with respect to the interchange
or permutation of any two electrons,

The most general definition of the Hartree-Fock approximation is that it is the

best single determinant of single particle functions, Oq, to which Q(1,....,N)

approximates. The variational principle is used to determine Oq, where the

expectation value of H(1,....,N) is varied with respect to <J>0 until a minimum is

obtained, ie

Ok = AriVi 2.5

min{W} = min{(O0|H(l,....,N)|O0)} 2.6

subject to the orthonormality constraint

(O0|O0)-N 2.7

min{W} is obtained from

2.8

As O0 is given by

= Anvi 2.9

the single extremum

2.10
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is replaced by N coupled extrema
aw

3\|ri
0 for all i 2.11

subject to the orthonormality constraints

Vi Vj) = 8ij 2.12

Thus equations 2.11 and 2.12 contain the Hartree-Fock equations in their most

general form.

Equations 2.2 and 2.9 for H(1,....,N) and <J>q respectively lead to an expression

forW given by

N N
w= X jhi + XJij-Kij 2.13

The one electron terms, hj, are of the form

hi =(Vi h; Vi 2.14

hi = ¥i
1 M 7 .

■-V;2 -Xt j2 A ri ~RA
Vi 2.15

jdt(l)i|/* (1) -^-Vi(l)-L (1)2 A Ti _rA
2.16

where (1) denotes that the integral is over the total coordinates of electron (1).

The two electron terms, Jjj and Ky are given by

Jij= ViV, ViVj 2.17

= JJdT(l)dT(2)\)/*(l)\|/j (2) Vi(l)Vj(2) 2.18

and
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Kij=(ViVj ■ViVi 2.19

= JJdx(l)dT(2)v*(l)Vj (2) Vi(2)Vj(l) 2.20

The N electron Hamiltonian as represented in equation 2.2 does not contain any

explicit spin-dependency, ie there are no spin orbit terms. Therefore, the single

particle functions, vj/j, which are formally functions of space and spin variables,

can be separated into space only, (jq , and spin only, cj functions,

Vi =<t>i xoj 2.21

with separate orthonormality constraints,

2.22

aj) ~ 5ijaj 2.23

Equation 2.22 implies a definable, unspecified type of integral over unspecified

spin variables. Now, hi, Jy, and Ky are given by

hj =(<|>i hi ^ 2.24

2.25

^ij (^i^j 2.26

The Coulomb and exchange operators, Jj and Kj can be defined as

Jj(2)x(l) = JdT(2)
^j(2)
r12

2

XO) 2.27

and
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( i*

Kj(2)x(l) = Jdr(2) ♦J(2)X(2)
r12

>,(1) 2.28

the expectation values of which are conventionally used to express Jy and Ky.
Thus W can now be written in the form

N
W — X \ hi + I Jij Ky8a.0

i=l L *>.)

/X(4>i hi + I
i>j

Jj-KjSa.a, <l>i

S(<t>i Fi <t>i

IF,
i

where Fj is the Fock operator given by

F,= hj + X(}j-Kj8aiaj)
and since Jjj = Kjj for all i,

A A / A A \

Fi=h1+X(lj-Kj5ai0.)

Equations 2.11 and 2.12 can now be written as

~= 9l(01Fi())i) = O
i

2.29

2.30

2.31

2.32

2.33

2.34

2.35

subject to

X^il^i) = 8jj for all i, j 2.36

which, on applying the method of Lagrange multipliers can then be written as
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(1 n f/
, * \

I- + \8<t>i F; Zeji +j)i l\ j 1) j / J.
= 0 2.37

which gives

Fi4>i = Xeij(t)j
j

= XeJ^j
j

2.38

2.39

for a set of completely independent variables, 8())j.

As 8 {£ij} can be chosen such that it is Hermitian, equations 2.38 and 2.39 are

identical and, on applying a unitary transformation, can be reduced further to give
the canonical Hartree-Fock equations,

Fj(j)j = 8; 2.40

Therefore the optimum set of single particle functions, are eigenfunctions

of the N-particle Fock operator. For atoms the radial Hartree-Fock equations can

be derived from equation 2.40 and solved exactly by numerical integration, first
carried out by Hartree", as (j); can be separated into radial and spherical

components,

<t>i = Rj, (r)Ym, (0.<p) 2.41

For molecules and solids, however, the corresponding three dimentional integro-
differential equations cannot be evaluated numerically and therefore a further

approximation is required, the LCAO approximation, where (j)j are expressed as

linear combinations of atomic orbitals, {cpr}, which are centred at the nuclear

positions

<t>i =Xcircpr
r

2.42

or
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(|) = ccp 2.43

The problem has now changed from determining a set of eigenfunctions, {((q}, of
the Fock operator to finding the set of expansion coefficients, {cjr} or c.

Roothaan3 was the first to formulate the Hartree-Fock equations in terms of

{cir} or c in compact matrix notation, an outline of which follows here with a

slight variation based on the single particle density matrix.
The density matrix, P, is defined by

t N
P = CCr or Prs = XCriC-s 2.44

i=l

which on differentiation gives,

6Prs=z(6CriC*s+CriSC*s) 2.45

For closed shell systems with 2N electrons, the total energy can be written as,

E = 2X^>i|hi+Ji-lKi|((>^ 2.46

which on subsituting for <jq, (equation 2.42) and invoking equation 2.44 can be

written as

E = TrPh + ^-TrPG[P] 2.47

In this notation, h represents the matrix of monoelectronic energies and G the
matrix of bielectronic interaction energies which is a functional of the density

matrix, P

G[P]„ =J[P]rs-iK[p]„ 2.48

where the matrix representations of the Coulomb and exchange operators are

J[P] and K[P] shown below.

J[P]rs = XPtulldrldr2(Pr(ri)(pu(r2)77r9s(rl)(Pt(r2) 2A9
t,u 12
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K[P ]rs = IPtuIldridr2cp;(ri)cp*u(r2)-!-cpt(ri)9s(r2) 2-50
t,u

Variation of the coefficients results in changes in the density matrix and total

energy,

SP=8CCt + C8Ct 2.51

SE = Tr8Ph +1Tr8PG[P] + j TrPG[8P] 2.52

which simplifies to

8E = Tr8Ph + TrSPG 2.53

or

8E - Tr8PF 2.54

Substituting for P (from equation 2.45) leads to

5E = i;(5CriC*s+Cri5C*s)Fs[ 2.55
i,s

= Z(c*sF„5Cr,+8C*sFsrCri) 2.56
i,s

Since the atomic orbital basis set, {cpr}, is multi centred, the orthogonality
constraint on each cpr is now

((Ps|cpr) = Srs 2.57

where {Srs} are the elements of the overlap matrix, S.

As before, the method of Lagrangian multipliers combines equation 2.56 and
2.57 to give,

/

I
s,r

^srcsa SsrXcrieia
V i /

= 0 2.58

or in matrix form as,

FC = eSC 2.59
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The coefficients of the one particle basis functions are determined from solution
of these equations. This is achieved, as before, by an iterative process which is
carried out until self consistancy is reached. The process starts with an initial

guess for the density matrix, P, which gives G and then F. The Hartree-Fock

equations are diagonalised to give the total energy and a new density matrix. This
whole process is then repeated until self consistancy is reached.
For open shell systems, the corresponding Hartree-Fock equations and their
method of solution are basically the same, but without the constraint that the

space functions for two electrons of a doubly occupied orbital are the same.

Now , <E>o takes the more general form,

<D = -t
VN! ¥ft(l)a(l),....,<oca(na),x|/f(na +l)p(na +l),....,xl/Pp(N)(3(N) 2.60

and the total energy is given by the expression,

k h+I(j-Ka)|¥«) + l{yg,|h + i(j-kli) Vm 2.61

In the LCAO approximation,

Vk=Z<PqCjk 2.62

v£=z<pqc!Jk
k

2.63

or in matrix form,

ya = (pCa

- (pC^

2.64

2.65

The a- and p-spin density matrices are defined as before,

Pre = t(cl)*Crk or in matrix form, Pa = CaCat 2.66
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PrP = xfCsmj cPm or in matrix form, P^ =
m

2.67

From these the total density matrix, Ptot and net spin density matrix, Pspin, are

given by

ptot _ pCt _|_ pp

pspin _ pa _ pP

The total energy can now be written as,

2.68

2.69

E = TrPah + I*TrPaJ ,tot -ipaK + TrPPh + iTrPPJ ptot -|PPK pP
2

TrPtoth + yTrPtot J ptot -|TrPaK pa -^TrPPK pP
2 2

2.70

2.71

After a first order variation and introduction of the orthonormality constraint by

the method of Lagrangian multipliers, the final equations for the a and P states

are,

Fac« =e«scf

1 1F^Cp = ePsCp

where

Fa = F - Z

FP = F + Z

and in the notation used previously,

F = h + G

Z = |K[pspin]
G = J

2.72

2.73

2.74

2.75

ptot' -IK ptot
2

2.76

2.77

2.78
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The equations derived thus far are for non periodic systems, but it can be
extended to periodic systems of any dimension by exploiting the associated
translational symmetry. The unit cell of the direct lattice is spanned by the set of
basis translation vectors, ai, a2, 83, from which the general lattice point, R0,

corresponding to the unit cell position, ro, is given by

Ro = i*o+Niai+N2a2+N3a3, 2.79

where Ni, N2 and N3 are integers in the range -«> —> +°° including zero. The space

group is a set of symmetry operations which describes the symmetry of the

crystal system. This set consists of point symmetry operations, p, translational

vectors, t, or fractional translational vectors, v. The complete set of translations,

t, form an Abelian group which means that the operations of the group commute,

and the irreducible representations of the group are indexed by a wave vector, k,
such that the operation, tn can be expressed as exp(ik-tn). Periodic boundary

conditions apply and the k vectors form a lattice which is known as the reciprocal
lattice in k space. In this reciprocal lattice, the equivalent of the unit cell of the
direct lattice is known as the Brilloiun Zone (BZ). Any general reciprocal lattice

vector, K, is given by,

K= nibi+n2b2+n3b3, 2.80

where the basis set, {bi}, in reciprocal space is defined by

ai-bj=27t8ij 2.81

and must satisfy the condition,

exp(iK-tn)=l for all tn 2.82

For periodic systems the spin orbitals of equation 2.21, which are appropriately
called crystalline orbitals, are expressed as linear combination of Bloch

functions, {%j(r,k)j, where the Bloch functions are written as a linear
combination of local atomic functions, jcp j J, centred at the nuclear positions,
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Xj (r, k) = I cp j (r - G - ij )exp(-ik • G) 2.84
G

The local atomic functions, {tPj}> are mostly given as products of Gaussian
functions and solid harmonics of the type

m

(pj(r-G-rj)= I dkjgk(r-G-rj) 2.85
k = 1

and

§k(r) = Nlm(«k)Ylm(0^)rl exp(-«kr2) 2.86

m

<(r,k)= £c°(k)Xj(r,k) 2.87
M J

The coefficients, {cj^}> are obtained by solution of the Hartree-Fock equations,
given in matrix notation by,

Fa(k)Ca(k) = S(k)Ca(k)e(k) 2.88

for any k-point in the BZ, where, in equation 2.88, F°(k) is the Fock matrix in

reciprocal space, S(k), the overlap matrix which spans the Bloch functions and

e(k) the diagonal energy matrix.

The Fock operator in reciprocal space can be converted to the corresponding

operator in direct space by a straight forward Fourier transform, thus,

F°2 (k) = IF12 exp(ik • T) 2.89
T

Therefore, in the case of open shell periodic systems, the contributions to the
Fock matrix in direct space become,

F«(t) = F12(t) + Z12(t) 2.90

Ft"2(t) = Fl2(t)-Zl2(t) 2.91
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The matrix elements of F and Z then are expressed as

f12(0 - h12(t) + G12(t) 2.92

Z|2(t) = iK12(t)[psPin]

G,2(t) = Ji2(t)[p'ot j-iKl2(t)[p

2.93

2.94

The matrix elements of J[P] and K[P] are

Jl2(t)[P]= XPj4(n)
3,4;n

z|x?x5+n X2X3 2.95

Kl2(0[P]= ZP34(n)
3,4;n

Ilxfx5+n xfx2 2.96

The bielectronic integrals are represented as follows,

X?X4+" xfX2) = ISdr,dr2xf (r, )* X4+" (r2)" ~X2 (>1 )x3 (r2) 2.97

The expression for the total energy is then,

E = IP,2'(t)hi2(t)+i ZPi'S'(t)Ji2(t)[Ptc
1,2; t l,2;t

IP,a2(t)K12(t)[p«]-l ZPf2(t)J12(t)[pf
l,2;t

2.98

or using the Fock matrix the expression for the total energy becomes,

E = 1 SPg'(t)h12(t) + i SP^WF^ttJ + i Zpf2(t)Ff2(t) 2.99
l,2;t l,2;t l,2;t

The matrices G and Z are substituted into the total energy expression to give,

E = i ZP,?(t)hl2(t) + I ZP«2(t)G12(t)-{ ZP,fn(t)Z12(t) 2.100
l,2;t l,2;t 1,2; t

The density matrix of a periodic system can now be written as,
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pj (t) = I dk cai (k)* Cai (k)exp(ik • t)^[Ef - £a (k)] 2.101
2L

where cCT (k) is the coefficient of the jth Bloch function of the ath crystalline

orbital at the point k with corresponding eigenvalue, £a(k), "0 is the step

function which takes the value of 1 if £a(k)< Ef, the Fermi energy, otherwise

zero. The Fermi energy is the energy below which all the electron states are

filled. It can be determined by imposing the condition that N/2 crystalline orbitals

exist such that their eigenvalues are less than the Fermi energy, £° (k) < Ef. Then

the Fermi energy can be described by the following expression, where q is the
number of electrons present in the unit cell.

q = X4Ef - e?(k)l = iX JBZdkd[Ef" e?(k)l 2-102
a k a

Reciprocal space integration must be carried out at each cycle of the self
consistent process in order to evaluate the Fermi energy and reconstruct the one

electron density matrix. This is done by the determination of the eigenvalues,

cj (k), and eigenvectors, £^ (k), at a certain number of sample points which
belong to a lattice known as the Monkhorst net4. The Monkhorst net has basis

vectors, bi/si, b^, b^Ss, where bi, b2, b3 are the reciprocal lattice vectors and

Si, s2 and s3 are integers known as shrinking factors. The number of

nonequivalent sample points is given by the product of shrinking factors divided

by the order of the point group. A weighting factor, w; is derived from each point

from the known eigenvalues, £° (k). In the case of insulating systems, where all

bands are either fully occupied or vacant, Ef is easily determined and the

expression for the density matrix becomes a weighted sum over n limited to

occupied bands, of the integrand function. For conducting systems with partially
filled bands this method is more complex and not described here.
The CRYSTAL code was originally developed in the University of Torino by

Pisani, Dovesi and Roetti during the late 1970's and later in collaboration with

Saunders at the Daresbury laboratories. It allows the calculation of the
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wavefunction and properties of crystalline systems within the Hartree-Fock
LCAO approximation based on the mathematical structure outlined earlier in this
chapter.
The necessary CRYSTAL input consists of the symmetry properties of the

system, the contraction coefficients and exponents of the Gaussian primitives and
a set of computational parameters which control the accuracy of the calculation.
The required symmetry information includes the space group number, the number
and coordinate positions of the inequivalent atoms in the unit cell and the values
of all lattice constants.

Since the cpu time is directly proportional to the number of basis functions used,
an efficient calculation requires a basis set which gives a good description of the
atomic orbitals using the least possible number of Gaussians.
The basis sets which were used to obtain the results presented in this thesis are

described below, where the number in brackets indicates the number of Gaussian

type functions used to describe each shell.
Li ls(6) 2sp(l)

O ls(8) 2sp(4) 3sp(l) 4sp(l)
O ls(8) 2sp(4) 3sp(l) 4sp(l) 3d(l)

Ti: ls(8)2sp(6)3sp(4)4sp( l)5sp( l)3d(3)
Ti: 1 s(8)2sp(6)3sp(4)4sp( 1 )5sp( 1 )3d(4)4d( 1)

Mn ls(8) 2sp(6) 3sp(4) 4sp(l) 5sp(l) 3d(4) 4d(l)
Fe ls(8) 2sp(6) 3sp(4) 4sp(l) 5sp(l) 3d(4) 4d(l)

Details of the exponents and contraction coefficients of the basis functions used

to represent Mn, O, Fe and Li have been published previously in studies of

MnO6, a-Fe2037 and Li:NiOs, however, a full detailed listing of all exponents

and contraction coefficients used in this thesis is given in the appendix. Where
there are two different basis sets for the same atom, the smaller one was used

most widely. For example, the larger oxygen basis set was only used in chapter 7
for the investigation of MnFe204 spinel and the larger Ti basis was only used in

chapter 8 in the surface study of Ti02.
A set of computational parameters complete the input information required to run

the CRYSTAL program. These are used to specify the degree of accuracy
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required in the truncation of infinite series, the SCF cycle and integration
procedures carried out in reciprocal space.
The program itself is divided into three main parts. In part one all mono and
bielectronic integrals are calculated, then in part two the Hartree-Fock equations
are solved during the SCF process and part three offers the oppurtunity to

calculate various properties of the crystalline system such as densities of states
and charge and spin distributions.

During part one of the program all the required monoelectronic and bielectronic

integrals are evaluated. This can be a very time consuming process as a huge
number of integrals must be considered, therefore a screening process in adopted
for the bielectronic integrals. The expression for a bielectronic integral over

primitive Gaussian functions can be represented as, I = (ab|cd) = SabScdTabcd,
where Sab is the radial overlap between the functions, xa an^ %b an^ Tabcd is

the angular function which varies very slowly. In many cases the product of the

overlap, SabSCd, gives a good estimate of the magnitude of the integral. This

process can be used to identify the integrals which fall below a threshold value
and can, therefore, be ignored. The radial overlaps of all bielectronic integrals are

calculated in fast algorithms using s-type Gaussian functions, known as adjoined
Gaussians. The integrals which remain after the sceening process are dealt with
in a number of ways which depends on the the distance between the interacting

charge distributions. A finite zone can be defined where the two interacting
distributions overlap, this is known as the B zone. Within this zone all Coulomb

integrals are evaluated exactly. Outside this zone, the Coulomb terms are

approximated by the Ewald method5. For the exchange series the overlapping
distribution decays exponentially with the increase in distance between the

interacting distributions and so the exhange series is naturally truncated after a

few terms.

Part 2 of the program involves the use of the integrals evaluated in part 1 in
solution of the Hartree-Fock equations by the iterative SCF process. The process

can be summarised as follows for the UHF case. The Fock matrices, Fta and

Ft^ are constructed from the monoelectronic and bielectronic integrals in direct
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space. The Fock matrices are then converted to reciprocal space by the Fourier
transform process. After conversion into k space, the matrices, F(k) are then

diagonalised, yielding the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. Finally
the eigenvalues are used to evaluate the Fermi energy and the eigenvectors go

into the reconstruction of the density matrices. The whole process is then

repeated until self consistency is achieved. From the SCF process the

eigenvectors, Bloch coefficients, are calculated which span the crystalline
orbitals. From the crystalline orbitals the many body wavefunction can be
evaluated.

Part 3 of CRYSTAL is used to calculate various properties of the crystalline

system from the wavefunction calculated in part 2. These properties include the

density of states (DOS) and the charge and spin density distributions. A

correction to the total Hartree-Fock energy due to the effects of correlation
between electrons can also be calculated in part 3 using a selection of functionals.
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Chapter 3
The Electronic Structure And Magnetism Of

The Hole And Electron States In MnO

3.1. Introduction

Transition metal oxides are a most interesting class of solids as they form a

variety of systems with properties which are often attributed to the variable
valence of the transition metals1. The manganese oxides are no exception and are

often described formally in terms of Mn(I), Mn(II), Mn(III), etc, or more

usually, Mn+, Mn2+, Mn3+, ..., etc. MnO appears in the intermediate region of the

Zaanen, Sawatsky and Allen2 (ZSA) phase diagram of transition metal oxides, in
which these authors proposed that the early members of the first row transition
metal oxides are Mott-Hubbard (d-d) insulators, and the later members are charge

transfer (p-d) insulators. An x-ray photoelectron and bremsstrahlung isochromat
■j

spectroscopic (BIS) study by van Elp et al ofMnO confirmed its position, as did

self-energy corrected (SIC) local spin density (LSD) calculations by Svane and

Gunnarsson4, which were contrary to earlier band structure calculations5 which

suggested a d-d gap.

Previous UHF calculations on antiferromagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic (FM)

MnO and NiO6'7 showed that the upper valence bands of both are dominated by

oxygen 2p states suggesting that they are high spin charge transfer (p-d)
insulators. More recently, ab initio UHF calculations have provided direct

computational evidence from the charge and spin densities and unoccupied
densities of states that the bound hole in Li doped NiO (Li:NiO)8 and the self

trapped hole in NiO9 are oxygen 2p in nature. These findings are in agreement

with an oxygen-k edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy study by Kuiper et al10 and
a Ni 2p XPS by van Elp et aln. Subsequent cluster calculations by van Elp et aln
have also confirmed this. However, Springhorn and Schmalzried13 cast doubts as

to the generality of the nature of these hole states from conductivity
measurements of FexNii.xO and suggested that the observed conductivity was due
to the hopping of Fe(d) holes rather than O(p) holes.
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Subsequent UHF calculations on Feo.125Nio.875O showed that indeed the main
contribution to the valence band upper edge was Fe(d), and that the holes created
were Fe 3d holes in complete agreement with the findings of Springhorn and
Schmalzried13. From considerations of the type suggested by Towler et al14
related to UHF calculations on MxNi_xO and of the parent oxides, NO and MO, it
was predicted that FeO would be a Mott-Hubbard insulator, rather than a charge
transfer insulator as suggested by the ZSA2 phase diagram. Therefore this raises
the question as to the nature of the hole states in MnO as it lies in the
intermediate region of the ZSA phase diagram with FeO on the charge transfer
side. In view of this important question an extensive range of calculations have
been performed addressing this issue. This chapter presents the results of UHF
calculations which were carried out on FM and AF MnO in both the neutral and

first ionised states, on AF Li doped MnO (Li:MnO) and also on the first electron
addition state of FM MnO.

The results presented later in this chapter have important implications for the
electronic structure of the higher manganese oxides in general. For this reason the
valence charge states of Mn02, LixMn02 and MnFe204 were also investigated
and the results are presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6 repectively.

3.2.Results

3.2.1. Neutral MnO

For completeness, this section begins with a review of UHF calculations of
f\ 7

neutral MnO ' , the face centred cubic (fee) lattice structure of which is shown in

figure 3.1. The previously calculated lattice parameter, a = 4.5239A7 was used in
the calculation of the ferromagnetic and two different antiferromagnetic spin
states of MnO, referred to here after as FM, AFn and AFi respectively. In the FM

spin arrangement, all spins on the Mn are parallel, while in the AFn arrangement,

Mni, Mns, Mn6 and Mn7 (of figure 3.1) have oppposite spins to Mn2, Mn3, Mn4
and Mns.
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Figure 3.1. Lattice structure of MnO

The AFn arrangement is found to be lowest in energy with the order of stability,

AFn < FM < AFi and the energy difference between the AFn and FM spin

arrangements = 0.006eV per MnO which illustrates the high numerical accuracy

of the CRYSTAL code. This energy difference seems to accord with the Neel

temperature of -120K within a mean-field Ising model as pointed out by Towler
et al1 previously. All three magnetic ground states are largely ionic with high spin
d5 electron configurations. For the AFn arrangement, the total Mulliken charges
are ~ ± 1.86e, with a 3d population of 5.11, and Mn spin population of 4.92. A
full analysis is shown in table 3.1 for both the AFn and the FM spin states from
which it is clear that the charge and spin populations are identical in the two

states. The calculated valence band DOS of the AFn and FM arrangements are

shown in figure 3.2, where, as noted previously the upper valence band edge is
dominated by oxygen 2p states, which suggests that within a rigid band

approximation, electron holes are predominantly 0(2p).
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FM AF„

qM ± 1.86 ± 1.86

n3d 5.11 5.11

nMnO -0.02 -0.02

ns(Mn) 4.92 ±4.92

ns(0) 0.08 0.0

Table 3.1. Total Mn Mulliken charge, qM (|e|), 3d population, n3d (e), MnO

overlap population, nMno, and local spin moments, ns ( |lB), in the FM and AFn

states ofMnO

z

w

z

-10.0 -8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0

Energy (eV)

Figure 3.2. Valence band DOS of AFn and FM MnO

3.2.2 Hole States in MnO

For calculations of hole states, supercells of composition MnsOs+ were used, the
basic structure of which is shown in figure 3.1. Since the Coulombic interaction
of periodic charged cells would result in infinite energy, a uniform background
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charge of opposite sign and equal magnitude to the crystal potential must be
added. Starting with the FM spin arrangement, one electron was removed to

create a hole. This was found to distribute equally over the six symmetry

equivalent oxygen atoms of the Mn808+ lattice to minimise the kinetic energy of
the hole. However, with reference to figure 3.1, on breaking the symmetry of the
lattice by displacing Mn7 or one of the other five symmetry equivalent Mn atoms

in the (001) (or equivalent) direction by an infinitesimal (0.001 A) distortion, the
hole localises at the Ol site leading to a local electron configuration which is
close to O" and a UHF solution which is lower in energy than that for the

symmetric delocalised state. This energy difference, between the fully symmetric
and the distorted states, is the self trapping energy referred to here after as the

trapping energy.

For the FM Mn808+ lattice, there are two possible spin arrangements which can

be adopted. These are shown in figure 3.3(a) and figure 3.3(b). In the first of
these (figure 3.3(a)), the unpaired spin of the central O" atom is antiparallel to the

spin on the lattice: this is referred to as the low spin ferromagnetic state (ls-FM).
In the other spin arrangement (figure 3.3(b)), the unpaired spin of the central

oxygen atom is parallel to the spin on the lattice and is referred to as the high spin

ferromagnetic state (hs-FM).

T t

t T

(a) ls-FM (b) hs-FM

Figure 3.3. The ferromagnetic (a) low spin and (b) high spin, spin arrangements

about the central unpaired electron of the oxygen hole state
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For an infinitesimal displacement of Mn7 in the ls-FM and hs-FM arrangements,
self trapping energies of 2.33eV and 2.45eV are obtained respectively, where
-80% of the hole is localised at the 01 site. The local moments at the O site are

-0.83|aB and 1.02pB for the ls-FM and hs-FM Mn808+ spin states respectively.
The detailed changes in the Mulliken charges between the neutral and first
ionised states for these 2 spin arrangements can be found in the second and third
columns of table 3.2.

Sqyi ls-FM hs-FM AFn AF„* FM

Mni + 0.02 0.0 + 0.02 + 0.02 -0.03

Mn2 + 0.01 0.0 + 0.01 + 0.50 -0.02

Mn3 + 0.01 0.0 + 0.02 + 0.02 -0.02

Mn4 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 + 0.02 -0.05

Mn5 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.02 -0.76

Mn6 + 0.01 0.0 + 0.01 + 0.02 -0.02

Mn7 + 0.01 0.0 + 0.01 + 0.02 -0.02

Mn8 + 0.02 0.0 + 0.02 + 0.04 -0.03

Oi + 0.76 + 0.84 + 0.81 + 0.02 0.0

o2 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 -0.01

o3 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 + 0.07 -0.01

o4 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 + 0.07 0.0

05 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 + 0.07 0.0

06 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 + 0.07 -0.01

o7 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.01 -0.01

o8 + 0.03 + 0.03 + 0.02 + 0.02 0.0

Table 3.2. Changes in the total Mulliken charges, SqM (|e|), for ls-FM, hs-FM and

AFn Mn808(+), where * denotes the excited configuration, and FM Mn808(_).

For the symmetry broken system a simple one dimensional relaxation of the

structure was examined by direct energy minimisation with respect to further
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displacing Mn7 for the 2 FM spin states. This results in minimum energy

solutions at displacements of 0.16A for the ls-FM state and 0.20A for the hs-FM
state with associated relaxation energies of 0.17eV and 0.33eV respectively.
More extensive relaxations were ruled out on the grounds of the extensive

computing time required.

Removing an electron from the AFn lattice results in a hole, delocalised over the

symmetry equivalent O atoms of the Mn8Og+ lattice, as for the FM spin

arrangement. In the case of the symmetry broken AFn lattice, although there is

only one spin arrangement which can be adopted, with the unpaired electron of
the O" atom parallel to the spin up sites and antiparallel to the spin down sites,
there are two ways of breaking the symmetry which result in different solutions.

Figures 3.3(c) and 3.3(d) show these two situations. The first of these is shown in

figure 3.3(c) where Mn2, here surrounded by a square, with its spin parallel to

that of the unpaired spin of the central oxygen atom, is displaced in the (001 )

direction, indicated by the bold arrow.

(001)

T—(T T—(T

(001)

(C) AF„ (d) AFji

Figure 3.3. The antiferromagnetic (c) AFn and (d) AFn* spin arrangements and

displacements about the central unpaired electron of the oxygen hole state
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This results in 79% of the hole localising in a pG orbital of 01 (see table 3.2), in a

state which is 0.29eV higher in energy than the ls-FM state. The trapping energy

is 2.5 leV and the relaxation energy is 0.15eV for a 0.14A relaxation of Mn2. The
second type of displacement is shown in figure 3.3(d) where Mn7 (surrounded by
a square) with a spin antiparallel to the unpaired spin of the central O electron, is

displaced in the (001 ) direction as shown. This results in a completely different
electronic state, referred to here as AFn*, in which 50% of the hole localises at

Mn2, -30% on 4 neighbouring oxygen atoms, and the remainder delocalising

throughout the lattice (see table 3.2 for details). This state is l.OOeV higher in

energy than the ls-FM state and has a trapping energy of 1.8leV. Tables 3.3 and
3.4 give details of the Mulliken analyses and energies associated with the
electron holes of the FM and AF spin arrangements. The Pauli repulsion energy,

introduced in table 3.4, is defined as the energy difference between the distorted
hole states ofMnO relative to ls-FM.

Hole State AE

ls-FM 0.0

ls-FM (relaxed) -0.17

ls-FM (symmetric) +2.33

hs-FM +0.71

hs-FM (relaxed) +0.38

hs-FM (symmetric) +3.16

AFn +0.29

AFn (relaxed) +0.14

AFn (symmetric) +2.80

excited state AFn + 1.00

Table 3.3. Energies, AE (eV), of hole state configurations in MnO relative to the

infinitesimally distorted low spin FM state, ls-FM.
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State Ej EP Er

ls-FM 2.33 0.0 0.17

hs-FM 2.45 0.71 0.33

AFii 2.51 0.29 0.14

Table 3.4 Trapping, Et, Pauli repulsion, Ep (relative to ls-FM), and lattice
relaxation, Er, energies (all in eV) for the hole states in MnO

In addition to the evidence presented so far from the Mulliken populations, direct
evidence of the observed self trapped oxygen hole in MnO is obtained from the
net spin and charge densities, which are calculated directly from the
wavefunction. Figure 3.4(a) shows the net spin density in a {001} basal plane of
neutral FM Mn8Og. As might have been anticipated, the majority of spin is
localised at the four Mn sites, with only a small dispersion over the oxygen

atoms.

Turning now to the same {001} plane through ls-FM Mn808+, which is shown in

figure 3.4(b), it is clear that the central oxygen atom has undergone a major

change in spin density, with the other atoms remaining more or less unchanged
from the neutral system. This is entirely consistant with the Mulliken population

analysis of ls-FM Mn808+, as discussed earlier, which predicts a localised oxygen

hole with an unpaired electron which is antiferromagnetic to the rest of the
lattice.

Figure 3.4(c) illustrates the spin density in a similar {001} basal plane of hs-FM

Mn808+ where, as seen, the central oxygen atom exhibits an increase in positive

spin density, in the shape of a pa orbital, indicating unpaired spin density which is

ferromagnetic with the rest of the lattice. This also is consistent with the

Mulliken picture of a localised oxygen hole. Again in the hs-FM state there is

very little change in spin density elsewhere in the lattice.
The net spin density through a {001} basal plane of AFr Mn808+ is shown in

figure 3.4(d). Here the antiferromagnetic arrangement of the high spin Mn atoms

is clearly visible, with a striking po shaped density at the central oxygen and very

little dispersion on the other oxygen atoms. This illustrates the unpaired spin on
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the central oxygen atom created by the oxygen hole. All of these spin density

plots are completely consistent with the Mulliken spin population analyses.

Figure 3.4. Net ( T - 4- ) spin density in the basal {001} plane of (a) Mn808,

(b) (ls-FM) Mn808(+) (c) (hs-FM) Mn808(+) (d) (AF„) Mn8Og(+)

The single particle DOS provide further insight into the nature of the hole states

of MnO. Figure 3.5 shows the projected empty oxygen p and manganese d states

of FM Mn808 and ls-FM Mn808+. The middle panel illustrates the occurance of
new empty oxygen p states, ~3-4 eV below the conduction band edge, which are

associated with ls-FM Mn808+. The upper panel shows that these states are

localised almost exclusively at 01, the site of the self trapped hole from the
Mulliken population analysis. The lower panel illustrates the very small

manganese d contribution, which is almost negligible, to these new states in ls-

FM Mn808+. Overall then this oxygen hole state in MnO corresponds exactly to

the findings of similar UHF calculations of the self trapped hole in NiO9.
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Figure 3.5. Upper panel - comparison of the total empty O(p) (full line) and Oi

projected empty p states (dashed line) of (ls-FM) Mn808(+) ; Middle panel -

comparison of the total empty O(p) states of (FM) Mn8Og (dashed line) and (ls-

FM) Mn808(+) (full line) ; Lower panel - comparison of the total empty Mn(d)
states of (Is-FM) Mn8Og(+) (full line) and (FM) Mn808 (dashed line)

Turning now to the filled valence band states, figure 3.6 shows these for neutral
MnO (light dashed line) and ls-FM Mn808+ (light full line). The states in heavy
full and heavy dashed lines are the doubly occupied pn and singly occuppied pc,

hole site, states belonging to Ol of ls-FM Mn808+. It is clear that while these

latter states have been shifted to lower energy due to the reduced on site Coulomb

repulsion, very little perturbation of the p electrons on neighbouring atoms has
taken place as the oxygen p DOS of the other atoms remain very close to those of
the neutral system.
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Energy (eV)

Figure 3.6. Comparison of the valence band (filled) O(p) DOS of (FM) Mn808

(Light dashed line) and (ls-FM) Mn808(+) ( po orbital - heavy dashed line, p^

orbital - heavy full line and O(p) - light full line)

Returning now to the AFn* state of Mn808+, figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show net

charge and spin density plots through a {100} basal plane. In figure 3.7(a) the

difference in charge density between the neutral and first ionised states of the

AFh* arrangements is plotted with Mn2 as the central atom. The majority of the

charge is found on Mn2, but also a substantial distribution is found on the four in

plane oxygen atoms. This reflects the Mulliken analysis of 50% charge on Mn2,

and 30% on the other four in plane nearest neighbour oxygens. The spin density
difference through the same plane is plotted in figure 3.7(b) and again the

majority of the spin is found on the central Mn atom with some small dispersion
on the other four in plane oxygen atoms.
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Figure 3.7. Difference in the charge (a) and spin (b) density distributions in a

{100} basal plane between (AFn) Mn808 and (AFn *) Mn8Og(+)

Turning now to the DOS of AFn* Mn808+. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the

empty oxygen p states (upper panel) and empty manganese d states (lower panel)
of AFn* Mn808+ compared with neutral Mn808 (dashed line). This figure
illustrates that for AFn* Mn808+, the majority of the new empty states, which
occur at ~3-4eV below the conduction band edge, are empty Mn d in nature, but
with a small contribution from the empty oxygen p states, which is exactly as

suggested by the Mulliken population analyses and the charge and spin density

plots. This contrasts with the new states in ls-FM Mn808+, which are almost

exclusively oxygen 2p.
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A comparison of the filled upper valence band states of ls-FM Mn8Og+ (upper

panel) and AFn* Mn8Og+ (lower panel) is shown in figure 3.9. It should be noted
here that in the upper panel, the oxygen p states have been shifted to lower

energy due to the reduced onsite Coulomb repulsion, whereas in the lower panel,
the empty d states have been shifted to lower energy. This provides further
evidence of oxygen p holes in the ground state, FM-ls Mn8Og+ and manganese d
holes in the excited state, AFh* Mn8Og+.

LU

111

Mn808(AF„)
Mn80„w (AF„)

^

Mn808w (AF

r )
*

„) Mn808 (AF,,)

j

5.0 10.0 15.0

Energy (eV)
20.0

Figure 3.8. Comparison of empty 0(p) (upper panel) and Mn(d) (lower panel)
DOS of (AF„) Mn808 and (AF„ *) Mn808(+)
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of the valence band DOS of (ls-FM) MngOs(+) (upper
panel) and (AFn *) Mn8Og(+) (lower panel)

3.2.3 Li.MnO

As in the investigation of the self trapped hole, supercells of MnO were

constructed containing eight formula units, with a single substitution of Mn by

Li, as shown in figure 3.10(a), to give LiMn7Og or Lio.125Mno.s75O. Although this
concentration was known to be beyond the limit of solubility of Li20 in MnO,

previous studies on MnxNii.xO (M=Mg, N=Mn, Ni)14 and Li:Ni08 have

suggested that the electronic structure of a more dilute solution would not be very

different to Lio.125Mno.s75O. The antiferromagnetic spin arrangement (AFn) was

used, as shown in figure 3.10(b), where the total net spin of the LiMn708

supercell was four or six, depending on the direction of the unpaired spin at the
hole site, labelled here as low spin (Is) and high spin (hs) respectively.
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Figure 3.10 The lattice structure (a) and AFn spin arrangement (b) of LiMn7Og
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For the fully symmetric ground state of the ls-AFn arrangement of LiMn7Og, the

unpaired electron delocalises over the six nearest neighbour O atoms to Li in
much the same way as it does in MngOs+. As before, breaking the symmetry of
the system by an infinitesimal Li displacement in the (001) direction (or

equivalent) results in a localised hole (or unpaired electron) in a pCT orbital of the
o

oxygen atom furthest from the displaced Li. This small displacement, 0.001 A,
reduces the local symmetry of this O site from Oh to C4V and splits the p orbitals
into a and n with respect to Li, with a trapping/localisation energy of 1.37eV.

Further relaxation of the Li in the same direction by 0.33A away from the hole
leads to a relaxation energy of 0.29eV.
Table 3.5 shows the differences in Mulliken population between the neutral AFn

spin arrangement of MngOg and the ground state LiMn7Og.

SqM Ground Excited

Mn( 0.0 + 0.02

Mn2 -0.04 -0.05

Mn3 -0.01 0.0

Mn4 -0.01 0.0

Mn5 -0.01 0.0

Mn6 -0.01 0.0

Mn7 -0.01 + 0.40

Li - -

O, -0.01 + 0.04

o2 + 0.81 -0.03

03 + 0.03 + 0.12

04 + 0.03 + 0.12

O5 + 0.04 + 0.12

o6 + 0.04 + 0.12

Oy -0.01 -0.02

08 + 0.02 + 0.02

Table 3.5. Differences in the total Mulliken charges, 8qM (e), between AFn

MngOg and LiMn7Og for the ground and excited hole states
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From this it is clear that 80% of the hole is localised at the 02 site (of figure

3.10(a)) which has a local moment of 0.93|J,b- This again is very close to the spin

moment of formal O. Importantly the Mn d5 configuration remains more or less

unchanged with a charge of 1.85e and a local moment of ±4.91|1b which

compares with values of 1.86e and ±4.92|1b for the undoped system. As in the

case of Mng08+ more extensive relaxation would probably increase the trapping

energy; however it is most unlikely that this would alter the Mulliken charges in

any significant way.
Direct evidence of the oxygen hole state in Li:MnO is obtained from the charge
and spin density plots, especially the spin density which is shown in figures

3.11(a) and 3.11(b). Figure 3.11(a) illustrates the net spin density distribution in a

{001} basal plane of neutral AFn MngOg. The antiferromagnetism is apparent

from localised regions of positive and negative spin density which are associated
with the four in plane Mn atoms: by symmetry there is no spin distribution at the

O sites. Figure 3.11(b) illustrates the comparable spin distribution for ls-AFn

LiMn7Og. The Li substitution site is evident from the missing positive spin

density compared with the spin density distribution of the undoped system. Now

the central oxygen atom has aquired spin, in the characteristic pc shape, as

predicted by the Mulliken charge and spin population analyses. The spin density
on the other Mn and O sites remains virtually unchanged.
More confirmation of the nature of the hole state in 1s-AFh LiMn7Og is obtained

from the single particle DOS. The middle panel of figure 3.12 shows a

comparison of the empty p states of neutral MngOg (dashed line) with ls-AFn

LiMn7Og (full line). On Li substitution, new empty O(p) states occur ~3-4eV
below the conduction band edge with very little change in the conduction band
from neutral MngOg. The upper panel shows the total empty O(p) states of ls-AFn

LiMn7Og and those projected onto 02. From this it is apparent that the new states

are highly localised and can be almost exclusively associated with 02. This is
confirmed in the lower plot of empty manganese d states of the neutral (long

dashed) and Li doped (full line) MngOg systems, where the contribution to the
new empty states of LiMn7Og AFh from manganese is almost negligible.
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Figure 3.11. Net spin density distribution in a {001} basal plane of AFn Mn8Og

(a) and ls-AFu LiMn708 (b)

N(E) 02(P) total O(p)
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Figure 3.12. Upper panel - comparison of the total empty and 02 projected empty

O(p) DOS of LiMn708 ; Middle panel - comparison of the total empty O(p) DOS
of ls-AFn LiMn708 and AFn Mn808 ; Lower panel - comparison of the total

empty Mn(d) DOS of ls-AFn LiMn708 (full line) and AFn Mn808 (dashed line)
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As mentioned previously, UHF calculations for Mn8Og+ find an excited state of
the self trapped hole ~leV above the d5L ground state in which -85% of the hole
is localised at a single Mn and four nearest neighbour oxygen sites. From the
Mulliken population analysis of hs-AFn LiMnyOg, a similar diffuse hole state is
found both in the fully symmetric and broken symmetry configurations. This
excited state occurs at ~1.3eV above the ground state with -40% of the hole
localised at the Mn7 site, figure 3.10(a), nearest neighbour to Li and -50%
delocalised over four nearest neighbour oxygen sites which are coplanar with Li
and Mn7. Table 3.5 contains the Mulliken population differences between this
excited state and the undoped system. For Mn7 the 3d population is 4.66 with a

local moment of ~4.2(iB which compares with the formal moment of Mn(III) of

4|iB- In view of this, this excited state is referred to as weakly d5. The charge and

spin density difference distributions between this weakly d5 state and neutral

MngOg confirm the Mulliken population analyses and are shown in figures

3.13(a) and 3.13(b). Figure 3.13(a) illustrates the charge density difference

projected onto a {001} basal plane. The majority of localised density is found at

the central Mn site with the rest distributed equally over the four in plane oxygen

sites. The spin difference distribution of the same plane is plotted in figure

3.13(b). Again the majority of the spin difference is found at the central Mn with
a small dispersion over the oxygen positions.

As before, further insight into the nature of the AFB* state can be obtained from

the empty O(p) and Mn(d) DOS. Figure 3.14 illustrates the empty O(p) states

(upper) and empty Mn(d) states (lower) of neutral MngOg (dashed line) and AFB*
LiMnyOg (full line). This clearly shows that new empty O(p) and Mn(d) states

occur in LiMnyOg AFn*, with the majority Mn(d) in nature. This agrees

completely with the Mulliken charge difference analysis which suggests that
-40% of the hole is localised at the Mn7 site.
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Figure 3.13. Charge (a) and spin (b) density difference between neutral MngOg
and LiMn7Og AFn * projected onto a {001} basal plane

Energy(eV)
Figure 3.14. Comparison of the empty O(p) states (upper panel) and the empty

Mn(d) states (lower panel) of neutral MngOg AFh with LiMn7Og AFn*
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A comparison of the valence band DOS of ground state LiMn7Og AFh (upper)
and the excited state, AFh* (lower) is shown in figure 3.15. In the upper panel, the

0(p) states have been shifted to lower energy, whereas in the lower panel, it is
the Mn(d) states. This is due to a reduction in the onsite Coulomb repulsion as

observed previously for the valence band DOS of ls-FM and AFn* Mn808+ shown
in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of the valence band DOS of LiMn7Og AFn (upper) with

LiMn7Og AFn* (lower)

To summarise the results of Li:MnO broken symmetry calculations, the ground

state of LiMn7Og is low spin d5L with a highly localised O pCT hole. There is no

change to the Mn valence, d5, in keeping with the p-d charge transfer description
of MnO suggested previously. A low lying excited state occurs ~1.3eV above the

ground state which is similar to the excited self trapped hole in MnO. This
further supports the intermediate position ofMnO in the ZSA phase diagram2.
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3.2.4 Electron addition states in MnO

Although it is clear that the first electron addition state in MnO is Mn(d), it is of
interest to determine if electrons can self trap as holes can or if an aliovalent
substitution is required, such as the substitution of F for O, to facilitate self

trapping.
As before, eight unit supercells were used, and one electron was added to the

ferromagnetic lattice and found to delocalise over all eight Mn in the fully

symmetric case. Symmetry breaking in the way described previously leads to self

trapping with -76% of the electron localised at a single Mn site. However unlike
the self trapped hole, the energy of the self trapped electron is found to be 0.24eV

higher in energy than the delocalised state. A relaxed minimum energy structure

is found, as before, with a localisation energy of 0.07eV for a nearest neighbour
O displacement of 0.13 A. Even in this relaxed state, the energy of the localised
electron is higher than that of the delocalised state.

In order to determine if the localised state could be stabilised with substitution,

UHF calculations were performed on MngCbF. Here 77% of the added electron

density localises at the Mn nearest neighbour to F with an energy of 1.32eV
lower than the symmetric delocalised state. The energy differences between the
FM electron states of MngOg" and Mn807F relative to the infinitesimally distorted

FM state are summarised in table 3.6

Electron State AE AE'

FM 0.0 0.0

FM (relaxed) -0.08 -0.07

FM (symmetric) -0.24 + 1.32

Table 3.6. Energies, AE and AE' (eV), of the electron addition state Mn8Og(_) and
Mn807F relative to the infinitesimally distorted FM state.

Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) show the charge and spin density differences in a

{100} basal plane between neutral ferromagnetic MngOg and the first electron
addition state of ferromagnetic MngOg. As for the first ionised state, the net
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charge and spin density plots provide direct evidence of the difference in charge
or spin distribution in the system. From figure 3.16(a), it is evident that the
majority of the additional charge resides on the central Mn atom in a dxy orbital,
but with some dispersion on the other surrounding in plane oxygen and

manganese atoms. From the net spin density plot, figure 3.16(b), of the same

plane, however, it is clear that the spin resides only on the central Mn atom, with

very little dispersion elsewhere.

Figure 3.16. Difference in charge density distributions in a basal {100} plane
between (FM) Mn808 and (FM) Mn808(~}

3.3. Discussion

All electron UHF calculations have been carried out on the electron hole and

electron addition states of MnO and the Li doped system in order to clarify the

resulting electronic structures in terms of the ZSA phase diagram2. The AFn and
the FM spin configurations of Mn808+ and AFn LiMn708 all yield localised

oxygen holes as observed previously in NiO9. The localisation energies in
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Mn808+ range from 2.33 to 2.5leV which compares with 3.3eV for NiO9. From
the direct evidence presented on Mn808+, this study suggests that MnO is a high

spin p-d charge transfer insulator with localised free holes, which is in full
agreement with a spectroscopic study by Becker et a/15. For the fully symmetric
hole state, the electron hole is distributed evenly between the six symmetry

equivalent oxygen atoms resulting in a metallic solution. An infinitesimal
distortion of the lattice, which reduces the local symmetry of a single O site from

Oh to C4.V, localises the hole at this site. A likely reason for the stability of the
localised state is that it increases the polarisation energy of the hole which is

proportional to the effective charge squared. Therefore the polarisation energy

associated with the localised hole is approximately six times greater than that of
the delocalised hole. It is stabilised further by a lattice relaxation away from the
hole resulting in a displacement dipole. This was also found previously for
LiiNiO8 and NiO9 while esr measurements suggest that this is also the case for

LiiMgO16.
Further evidence to support the existence of oxygen holes in MnO comes from
the Mulliken analyses, the projected DOS and charge and spin density
distributions in Mn808+ and LiMn7Og. Differences in the Mulliken charge

populations between the AFn spin arrangement of Mn808 and LiMn708 suggest

that -80% of the bound hole is localised at a single O site adjacent to Li giving a

d5L ground state. This is exactly the same state found for the free hole in the AFn

spin arrangement of Mn808+. Direct confirmation of the oxygen hole state in AFn

LiMn708 also comes from the charge and spin density distributions, which
confirm the Mulliken charge and spin population analyses. The fully symmetric
hole state in LiMn708 differs from the fully symmetric free hole in that it is

insulating. However as in Mn808+, an infinitesimal distortion of the lattice

reduces the symmetry leading to localisation of the hole at a single O site. Further
relaxation results in a lowering of the energy by 0.29eV which is close to the

activation energy of hole hopping in Li:Mn017. This compares with the range of
relaxation energies, 0.14-0.2eV, found for the various spin states of Mn808+.
LiMn708 not only provides direct evidence of O(p) holes but also confirms the
similarites between the free hole state and the bound hole state in Mn808. Figure
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3.17 illustrates a comparison of the empty 0(p) (full line) and empty Mn(d)
(dashed line) DOS between Mn808+ ls-FM (upper panel) and LiMn708 AFn

(lower panel). In both plots, new empty states of ~leV width are clearly visible.
These states are predominantly O(p) with some small Mn(d) contribution and are

separated from the conduction band lower edge by a gap of ~3eV. The overall

shape of the conduction band is broadly similar in both cases with slight
differences in relative distribution of states at the lower edge due to the reduction

in Mn(d) states on going from Mn808+ to LiMn708.

Energy (eV)

Figure 3.17. Comparison of the empty O(p) (full line) and empty Mn(d) (dashed

line) DOS between Mn808+ ls-FM (upper panel) and LiMn708 AFn (lower panel)

The magnitude of the magnetic effects associated with the free hole state in

Mn8Og+ can be deduced from the three calculated spin configurations, the order

of stability of which is E(ls-FM) < E(AFh) < E(hs-FM). Two main effects were

responsible for this: Pauli repulsion and spin-spin stabilisation. The unpaired spin
is confined at the oxygen site in ls-FM relative to hs-FM and AFu due to Pauli
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repulsion, as the increase in kinetic energy is much greater in hs-FM and AFn
than the direct spin-spin stabilisation energy, which was concluded from energy

differences (table 3.4) of 0.7leV and 0.29eV for Ep(hs-FM) and Ep(AFn)

respectively.
The first ionised state of MnO is often thought to involve a Jahn Teller distortion
of Mn3+ which removes the degeneracy of the Mn d4 state1. However, UHF
calculations reported here suggest that, lattice relaxation results in a localised O
hole leading to an interpretation of the Jahn Teller distortion in terms of O p5
rather than Mn d4. This agrees with a previous UHF study of the hole states in

NiO, where the Jahn Teller distortion similarly results from the O p5 state and not

the Ni d7 configuration as generally accepted.
As well as the d5L ground state, found for MngOg"1" and LiMn708, excited states,

~d , were found 0.7eV and 1.28eV higher in energy respectively. This makes

sense in terms of the position of MnO in the ZSA phase diagram2 and correlates
with the findings of ZSA and van Elp et al3 who found d5L and d4 states with
relative weights of 0.5 and 0.42 respectively. Using the same terminology as

ZSA2, the difference in energy between the d5L and d4 states = A - U, where A =

charge transfer energy and U = d-d Coulomb interaction energy, van Elp et al

found A - U = 0.3eV, which compares with 0.7eV and 1.28eV from UHF

calculations for the AFh spin arrangements of MnsOg+ and LiMn708 respectively.
For electron addition, the 5T2g (d6) state found was in agreement with van Elp et

3 5 5
al', who reported T2g 1.0 eV lower in energy than Eg, but with approximately

"3

equal contributions to the BIS spectrum . The free state was predicted to be
delocalised which was consistent with measurements of Hall mobility of n-type

MnO, which was over 3 orders of magnitude greater than that of p-type MnO17 at

elevated temperatures. Substitution of F" was predicted to localise the electron
addition state with a stabilisation energy of ~1.5eV.

3.4. Conclusions

The main conclusions from this chapter are: (1) that MnO is a p-d charge transfer
insulator with the ground state hole d5L (5Eg); (2) that the free hole and the

bound hole are localised on a single oxygen atom and are practically identical; (3)
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that the unpaired electron associated with the free hole is a spin polaron with a

'bag' of antiferromagnetic nearest neighbours; (4) that the lattice distortion which
is found to accompany the self trapped hole and the bound hole is associated with
the oxygen p5 state and not manganese d4 as widely accepted; (5) that on the
addition of an electron, the ground state is delocalised; (6) that on substitution of

F, an electron localises as Mn d6 adjacent to F in a 5T2g state; (7) that the results
of the Mulliken population analyses are entirely consistent with the atom

projected densities of states and the charge and spin density distributions; (8) that
the nature of the states which span the band gap in MnO provide a good guide as

to the nature of the hole and electron addition states.
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Chapter 4
MnO at High Pressure

4.1.Introduction

In the previous chapter the electronic structure of the hole and electron addition
states in fee (Bl) (Fm3m) MnO were investigated. This chapter is also devoted to

MnO, its structure and properties at high pressure, in light of a recently observed
shock induced phase transition at 90GPa\
The Bl (Fm3m) phase of the earth metal monoxides, CaO, SrO and BaO are all
known to undergo a pressure induced phase transition2'3'4 to the B2 (Pm3m)

phase or in the case of BaO, a distorted B2 phase at room temperture. The phase
transition pressures for these oxides range from ~14GPa for BaO through to

~60GPa for CaO, increasing with the decrease in cation radius. As yet this
transition is not observed in MgO, which has a much smaller cation radius than
the heavier alkali earth monoxides, but it is thought to occur at pressures greater

than 227GPa, up to which pressure the Bl phase is found to be stable5. The
transition metal monoxides on the other hand do not follow such a neat trend.

The B1 phase of FeO is found at ambient temperature and pressure but under
7

shock compresssion it undergoes a phase transition at 70GPa ' to the NiAs

(P63/mmc) (B8) structure8 which has been confirmed as conducting9'10 and

unstable at low temperatures". No structural phase transitions have been
observed for NiO although it does undergo an insulator metal transition at

200GPa12. Recently Noguchi et all reported a pressure induced phase transition
from the B1 phase of MnO at ~90GPa which was accompanied by a decrease in
volume by -8%. These shock wave experiments, which were carried out over the

pressure range 41-114GPa, have confirmed previous static compression results13
up to 60GPa. Noguchi et all have interpreted this high pressure phase of MnO as

B2 due to the magnitude of the phase transition pressure and also the size of the
cation radius in MnO, both of which appear to follow the trend of the alkaline
earth monoxides. Two questions arise: (1) is the high pressure phase of MnO, a

simple B2 phase (as in CaO2), a distorted B2 phase (as in BaO4), or even a B8

phase (as in FeO8); (2) is the high pressure phase conducting as in FeO9'10 and
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NiO12, even though no evidence of metallisation has been found up to 50GPa14?
The purpose of this investigation is to answer the above questions. In view of the
success of UHF calculations in predicting correctly the spin lattice interaction

(magnetostriction) of the B1 phase of MnO and NiO at ambient pressure,

investigations have been carried out into the spin lattice interaction of the B1

phase of MnO as a function of pressure. In addition, the variation of the valence
electron structure including the band width and conductivity gap is also studied
as a function of pressure.

4.2.Results

4.2.1 Low pressure phase

It was found experimentally that the the high pressure phase of MnO obtained
from shock compression of the B1 phase at 90GPa was -8% less in volume than
the B1 phase1. Therefore to determine possible high pressure phases of MnO,
direct energy minimisation of the lattice structures, Bl(Fm3m), B2(Pm3m),

blende(F43m), wurtzite(P63mc) and NiAs(P63(mmc)) was carried out using the

FM spin arrangements and their volumes were compared with that found for the
B1 structure. The order of stability, lattice parameters and corresponding volumes
are shown in table 4.1.

Structure Sp. Group. AEHF(eV) a(A) c(A) V(A;i)
B1 Fm3m 0.0 4.524* - 23.149

wurtzite P63ITLC 0.13 3.477 5.550 29.058

blende F43m 0.21 4.877 - 29.003

NiAs(B8) P63/mmc 0.38 3.140 5.520 23.570

B2 Pm3m 1.59 2.774 - 21.349

Table 4.1. Comparison of Hartree-Fock optimised structures and energies of
MnO

* afCC(expt) = 4.445 ±0.001 A
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As expected, the B1 phase is found to be the most stable. The unit cell volumes
are found to increase in the order B2 < B1 < B8 < blende < wurtzite. Thus from

predictions at the UHF level, the only likely candidate for the high pressure phase
of MnO is B2 (or some variant of it) and furthermore since the stabilising
influence of electron correlation increases with a decrease in volume, the

inclusion of electron correlation would stablise further the B1 and B2 with

respect to the other phases. The ferromagnetic spin arrangements were used
during the optimisations as it has been shown previously that the energy

difference between the magnetic states is negligible when compared with the
difference in energy between phases15,16. For example, the energy difference
between the FM and AFn spin arrangements of the B1 phase of MnO was

calculated as 0.006eV15,17, whereas the energy difference between the B1 and B2

phases themselves is found to be ~1.6eV. From these initial calculations, the only

possible high pressure phase would seem to be B2 as it is the only phase which is

predicted to have a lower volume than that of the B1 structure. In view of this,
structural optimisations including a posteriori correlation correction to the total

energy based on the Perdew fuctional were carried out only for the B1 and B2

phases. These energies are referred to as Ehfp, as distinct from the Hartree-Fock

energies of Ehf, and are shown in table 4.2.

Structure Sp. Group. AEnFp(eV) a(A)
O -5

V(A )

B1 Fm3m 0.0 4.392 21.180

B2 Pm3m 1.34 2.662 18.864

Table 4.2. Comparison of Hartree-Fock-Perdew optimised structures and

energies of the Fm3m and Pm3m phases MnO

If as a first approximation, the transition pressure, p', is represented by

pl ~ -AE/AV, where AE and AV are the differences in energy and volume between

the B1 and B2 phases respectively, then the transition pressures corresponding to

the HF and HFP energies would be ~142GPa and ~93GPa respectively, with the
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latter, in particular, close to the phase transition pressure reported by Noguchi et
al1.

G(p,V) = E(V)-V

4.2.2 High pressure phase
o

Calculations for the B1 structure down to a lattice parameter of 3.87A, which

corresponds to pressures of ~211GPa and ~181GPa and reduced volumes of
-0.63 and -0.68 on the HF and HFP scales respectively, show that MnO retains
its high spin insulating character both in the FM and AFn spin arrangements.

The pressure, p, is estimated by numerical differentiation of the HF or HFP

energy with respect to volume, V,

p =Z^ = p(V)
dV FV ;

Then the Gibbs free energy, G(p,V), is approximated by the expression,

dE(V)
dV

and the transition pressure, p1 is defined as the pressure for which

Gl(p,VI) = GII(p,VII)
This is obtained graphically from the intersection of the free energy versus

pressure curves for the two phases.
At the lattice parameter of 3.87A, the difference in the reduced volumes between

the FM and AFn spin arrangements is <0.3%, which implies that the phase
transition pressure would be unaffected by the magnetic state. Figure 4.1 shows
the calculated Hugoniots for the FM and AFn B1 phases of MnO derived from
HF energies and also that of FM B1 based on HFP energies. These are compared
with two sets of experimental data obtained from static compression by Jeanloz

13 1
et al and from shock compression by Noguchi et al . Very good agreement is
observed between the static data and the calculated Hugoniots up to the limit of
the data, ~60GPa, which suggests that the undistorted B1 phase is stable up to

this pressure.
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Figure 4.1. A comparison of calculated and experimental Hugoniots of MnO.

Turning now to the B2 phase of MnO, it is found to be high spin insulating down
to 2.747 A, below which the UHF solutions become conducting. Thus UHF

calculations predict the B2 phase to remain insulating up to HF and HFP

pressures of —118GPa and ~93GPa respectively, which correspond to reduced
volumes of 0.75 and 0.83. The metallic B2 phase was not investigated further as

it is well known that Hartree-Fock theory does not provide a good description of
the conducting state. Figure 4.2 shows a plot of the calculated HF free energies as

a function of pressure for the B1 and B2 phases, from which it is clear that B1 is
lower in energy than B2 up to the pressure at which the UHF solutions for the B2

phase remain insulating. Therefore UHF calculations do not predict directly a

phase transition in MnO from an insulating undistorted B1 phase to an insulating
undistorted B2 phase. A cubic extrapolation of the free energy versus pressure

curve for B2 (the heavy dashed line of figure 4.2) leads to a hypothetical HF
transition pressure (to the hypothetical insulating B2 phase) of ~160GPa with a

corresponding HFP value of -149 GPa.
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Pressure(GPa)

Figure 4.2. Calculated free energies as a function of pressure for the Fm3m and
Pm3m structures of MnO (Full lines are the HF values; the dashed line a cubic

extrapolation of the Pm3m values)

It has been shown experimentally that the AFh spin arrangement of the MnO B1

phase involves a spin lattice interaction which results in a small rhombohedral
distortion of the fee structure at ambient temperatures and pressures18. This has
also been correctly predicted by previous UHF calculations15. The rhombohedral

angle for the AFh spin arrangement of the B1 phase of MnO was calculated here
in the pressure range 0 to 90GPa in an attempt to determine if this distortion

might be causing the apparent discrepancies in the thermodynamics of the B1

phase up to the phase transition pressure. The calculated rhombohedral angle was

found to deviate from the cubic angle of 33.557° by 0.12° at zero pressure, up to

0.67° at ~90GPa. The change in rhombohedral angle with pressure is shown in

figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. Calculated rhombohedral distortion of MnO as a function of (HF)

pressure

The Hugoniot plot of this distorted AFn B1 structure is represented by the heavy
dashed line in figure 4.1. It follows closely the FM HF Hugoniot curve up to

~60GPa after which a small softening of the lattice is predicted. The
rhombohedral distortion resulting from the spin lattice interaction stabilises the
B1 phase at these pressures and so cannot account for the experimentally
observed phase transition of B1 MnO at 90GPa.

The stability of the AFn spin arrangement with temperature was investigated up

to 90GPa from estimates of the Neel temperature (TN) based on the undistorted
B1 structure. The approximation used to represent the Neel temperature was the
same as that used in previous UHF studies of MnO and NiO at zero pressure15,
ie, Tn 0= AE(1+S_1), where AE = the energy difference between the AFn and FM

spin arrangements and S = the spin moment. Then, for TN at some pressure, p,

TN(p) = Tn(0) AE(p)/ AE(0). Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the Neel temperature as a

function of pressure. It increases almost linearly from ~114K at zero pressure up

to ~1000K at ~90GPa. Since the undistorted structure was used to calculate the
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Neel temperature in this pressure range, this would be a lower bound on the true
estimate and therefore UHF calculations predict that the AFn spin arrangement

remains up to the observed transition pressure.
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Figure 4.4. Calculated Neel temperature as a function of pressure

The effect of pressure on the electronic structure and DOS of the B1 phase of
MnO has been examined. Table 4.3 shows a comparison of the Mulliken charge,
3d population, local spin moment and valence band width of the B1 phase of
MnO at zero and 90GPa.

Pressure qM n3d ns ub

0 1.86 5.11 4.92 8.5

90 1.80 5.19 4.86 12.1

Table 4.3. Comparison of the Mulliken charge, qM (e), 3d population, n3d, local

spin moment, ns (pB) and valence band width ,Ub(eV), for Fm3m MnO at 0 GPa

and 90 GPa
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Very little change is observed in the Mulliken charge and spin distributions on

going from OGPa to 90 GPa with a change of <2% in the d electron populations
and spin moments. The calculated valence band width of the FM B1 phase of
MnO is found to increase by 3.6eV, from 8.5eV at OGPa to 12.1eV at 90GPa.
This increase is shown graphically in figure 4.5.

13.0

8.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0

Pressure (GPa)

Figure 4.5. Calculated valence band width of FM Fm3m MnO as a function of

pressure

The calculated DOS plots of the valence band of the FM B1 phase of MnO at

OGPa and 90GPa are illustrated in figure 4.6, where the Mn(d) and O(p) states

are projected out separately. At 90GPa a change occurs in the distribution of
states at the upper valence band edge. This suggests that the UHF description of
the first ionised state of MnO may be different at high pressures from that
described in chapter 3.
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Figure 4.6. Atom projected valence band DOS of FM Fm3m MnO at 0 GPa

(lower panel) and 90 GPa (upper panel) where the zero of energy has been put at

the valence band upper edge

The DOS of the first ionised state was used to estimate the change in the band

gap with increasing pressure, shown in figure 4.7. It is found that the band gap

increases with pressure up to a maximum value at ~45GPa and no narrowing is
observed up to ~73GPa. Changes of this general type have been observed in other

systems19.
For the B2 phase of MnO, there is very little change in the Mulliken charge and

spin populations with increasing pressure and no decrease in the band gap up to

~118GPa.
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Figure 4.7. Calculated increase in the band gap of FM Fm3m MnO as a function
of pressure

4.3.Discussion

Unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations have been carried out on MnO at high

pressures following a recent shock compression study which revealed a phase
transition at 90GPa\ The transition was assumed to follow the trend of the

alkaline earth monoxides, ie B1-B2, largely from the magnitude of the transition

pressure although no structural investigations were carried out on the high

pressure phase.
The B1 phase ofMnO was investigated up to a pressure of ~200GPa and is found
to be high spin insulating both in the FM and AFn spin arrangements up to this

pressure. The calculated Hugoniot of the FM and AFn spin arrangements from

figure 4.1 are found to be in good agreement with the experimental static

compression data13. This suggests that the B1 phase exists at least up to 60GPa
after which a slight structural softening takes place up to 90GPa. The data from
the shock compression study1, also shown in figure 4.1, was softer than the static
data over the range where the data sets overlapped, between ~40GPa and
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~60GPa. However, it was still close enough to the calculated Hugoniot to

exclude the possibility of any structural changes up to 90GPa.
From the change in the band gap of the B1 phase of MnO with increasing

pressure, the insulating character is found to increase up towards the phase
transition pressure. Overall then, UHF calculations predict that the B1 phase of
MnO remains unchanged up to the phase transition pressure.

Turning now to the B2 phase of MnO, it is found to be high spin insulating down
to a volume of 15.14A3, which corresponds to HF and HFP pressures of up to

~118GPa and ~93GPa respectively. At these pressures however, the undistorted
B1 and spin lattice distorted B1 phases are found to be more stable. Above these

o

pressures, or below the critical volume of 15.14 A , the B2 phase is found to be

conducting. Therefore UHF calculations do not predict the phase transition
observed by Noguchi et all at 90GPa to be of the type insulating undistorted B1
to insulating undistorted B2. Extrapolation of the B2 phase Gibbs free energy

versus pressure plot, shown by the heavy dashed line in figure 4.2, results in an

estimate of a hypothetical phase transition pressure between ~149GPa and

~161GPa, which is consistent with the range of phase transition pressures found
for the alkali metal monoxides. Figure 4.8 illustrates the experimentally
determined transition pressures of the alkali metal monoxides, MnO and FeO as a

function of cationic radius. The oxides, SrO, CaO and MgO all undergo typical
B1-B2 type phase transitions3'2'5. BaO on the other hand undergoes a transition to

a distorted B2 structure at 14GPa4, which is represented on the graph by a square.

Its phase transition pressure has been increased to 29GPa so that it produces a

smooth inflection free curve with the other alkali metal monoxides. If it is

assumed that MnO fits on this curve, that is, it undergoes a transition from the

insulating undistorted B1 phase to the insulating undistorted B2 phase, an

estimate of the phase transition pressure would be ~145GPa. Using the same

rational on FeO, the estimated phase transition pressure would be ~200GPa.
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Figure 4.8. Experimental transition pressures of the alkaline earth oxides and
FeO and MnO as a function of cation radius

Finally then, from this UHF investigation, there are two possible explanations of
the experimentally determined phase transition in MnO at 90GPa observed by

Nuguchi et all. The first is that the transition could be from the B1 phase to a

distorted B2 phase as found for BaO4. The second is that the phase transition is

accompanied by a metallisation to the undistorted or distorted B2 phase. Another
less likely explanation is that a metallisation transition takes place resulting in the
B8 phase as found in FeO8'9'10. This might be possible as the HF optimised
volume of the B8 phase at zero pressure is 1.8% greater than the volume of the
B1 phase. Therefore the unit cell volume of a conducting B8 phase could

reasonably be less than that of the B1. However a transition to a metallic wurtzite

or blende phase would be extremely unlikely as their calculated volumes are

-25% greater than that of the B1 phase at zero pressure.
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4.4.Conclusions

The main conclusions from this chapter are: (1) that the B1 phase of MnO
remains insulating up to the observed phase transition pressure of 90GPa; (2) that
the rhombohedral distortion of AFn B1 MnO increases up to the phase transition

pressure; (3) and that the experimentally determined transition at 90GPa is not

consistent with an insulating non distorted B1 to B2 phase transition, but could
be interpreted in terms of a transition from the B1 phase to a distorted B2 phase
or as a transition with metallisation to the B2 phase.
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Chapter 5

The Valence Charge States In Mn02 Rutile

5.1. Introduction

The valence state of Mn in MnC>2 is generally thought of as Mn(IV) and for the
sake of convenience it is often written as Mn4+ \ There appears to be some

evidence to support this state from electron paramagnetic ressonance (EPR), x-
o 4 j

ray absorption and electron loss near edge structure (ELNES) spectroscopy and
also some supporting evidence from the Jahn Teller distortion of the reduced

Mn(in) state which is interpreted as a product of the high spin d4 configuration1'5.
However, recent advances in theoretical calculations of the transition metal

oxides suggest that this description needs reviewing. From the charge and spin

density plots presented in chapter 3, all electron ab initio Hartree-Fock
calculations have provided direct evidence of the oxygen p hole in the first

f\ 7
ionised state of MnO and Li:MnO . These findings were comparable with

previous Hartree-Fock studies of Li:Ni08 and NiO9.
Since this description of the electron hole in MnO has implications for the higher

manganese oxides in general and on the interpretation of experimental data, UHF
calculations have been carried out on the ground and first ionised and electron
addition states of Mn02, the purpose of which is to clarify the nature of its
valence states. This seems justifiable in light of the commercially exploitable

application of Mn02, in Li solid state batteries5,10"13, where the process of

charging is attributed to the reduction of Mn4+ to give Mn3+. An investigation
into the valence charge states of LixMn02 is presented in the next chapter,

chapter 6.

5.2.Results

5.2.7 Ground state ofMn02

Figure 5.1 illustrates Mn02 in the rutile structure and the atom labelling which
will be used throughout this chapter. Two spin states were investigated, the

ferromagnetic (FM) arrangement and the antiferromagnetic (AF) arrangement. In
terms of figure 5.1, parallel spins on Mnl and Mn2 give the FM arrangement and
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antiparallel spins give the simple AF arrangement. Although the actual low
temperature spin state is known to be a complex spiral configuration, which has
not been included in this study, investigation of the FM and AF arrangements

leads to estimates of the magnetic energies of this system.

Figure 5.1. Crystal structure of rutile Mn02 showing the labelling of the atoms in
the charged unit cells, Mn204(+) and Mn204(_)

UHF calculations of the FM and AF spin configurations of Mn02 predict both to

be high spin insulators in both the fully symmetric and symmetry broken

configurations. The FM arrangement is found to be 0.06eV per Mn02 unit lower
in energy than the AF. In the case of MnO and Fe2C>314, however, the AF

arrangement is lower in energy than the FM by 0.006eV. The calculated lattice

constants15, obtained by direct energy minimisation using the FM spin

arrangement, are a = 4.365A, c = 2.908 A and u = 0.306. These compare with

experimental values of a = 4.4041 A, c = 2.7765 A and u = 0.304616 giving a

percentage difference between the experimental and calculated values of -0.9%,
+1.1% and 0.5% for a, c and u respectively. This corresponds to a difference in

energy between the experimental and calculated structures of 0.0 leV per Mn02
unit compared with the total energy of ~1300Ha, which testifies to the numerical

accuracy of the CRYSTAL program.

Table 5.1 shows the total (oc+P) and net (a-P) Mulliken populations of the FM

and AF spin arrangements which are also invariant to symmetry breaking. From
this table the valence state of Mn in both the FM and AF spin arrangements is
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seen to be high spin d5, with Mulliken 3d populations of -4.7 and total cation

charges of -2.1 e. However for both arrangements the net Mn spin populations are

-3.3 which is less than the ionic value of -5, but close to that associated with

Mn(IV).

FM AF

qMO) 2.12 2.14

n3d(Mn) 4.70 4.68

ns(Mn) 3.40 ±3.28

ns(0) -0.20 ±0.06

Table 5.1. Total Mn Mulliken charge, qM (e), 3d population, n3d, and local spin

moments, ns ( p,B), in the FM and AF states of MnC>2*

* Total unit-cell energies (Hartree)

FM -2599.020633

AF -2599.016575

The detailed Mn d orbital Mulliken populations are presented in table 5.2 for the
FM spin arrangement: the corresponding AF populations, not shown here, are

very similar. It is evident from this that the degeneracy of the eg and t2g orbitals
associated with octahedral coordination in MnC>2 is lifted, with differences in

both the charge and spin populations.

d-orbital n ns

z2 0.97 0.75

2 2
x -y 1.08 0.95

xz 0.91 0.60

yz 0.91 0.60

xy 0.83 0.47

Table 5.2. Mulliken charge, n, and spin, ns, populations in the FM state of MnCF
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Although crystal field effects could be responsible in part for this due to the small
deviation from full Oh symmetry, differences in the spin populations suggest that

strong overlap effects are also taking place.
To illustrate this, consider the central atom, Mnl, of figure 5.1 and the Mulliken

spin and charge populations of its d orbitals shown in table 5.2. The charge and

spin populations of the dx2_ y2 orbital, which does not have a nearest neighbour O
of the required symmetry for overlap, are almost equal, but the spin population of
the dxy orbital, aligned such that overlap occurs with 01 and 02, is approximately
half the value of the charge population. This reduced spin population is also
observed for the dz2, dxz and dyz orbitals of Mnl. Therefore the high spin d5
electron density in Mn02 is delocalised and partially spin paired due to overlap
with the Opo orbital with spin population of -0.12 compared with -0.04 for the pn

states. This leads to significant dG- pacovalent bonding in Mn02 with the valence
electron configuration close to d5 and a local magnetic moment of ~3(Ib- The

partial covalency of MnOo contrasts with the ionic bonding observed in

MnO6'17'18, where the charge and spin populations ofMn are almost identical due
to the highly localised distribution of the d5 electron density.
The atom projected densites of states (DOS) of the FM and AF spin arrangements

of Mn02, shown in figure 5.2(a), provide more insight into the valence states.

The upper panel shows the AF spin arrangement and the lower panel the FM,
with the zero of energy fixed at the upper edge of the valence band. In common

with other magnetic systems, notably MnO, the AF bands are narrower than the

FM bands, due to slightly different orthogonality contraints which lead to a

difference of ~2eV in the valence band width for example. The band gap, which
as expected from previous studies, is grossly overestimated at ~6eV. It is spanned

by filled 0(p) states at the valence band edge and predominantly empty Mn(d)

states, with a significant O(p) contribution, at the lower conduction band edge.

Therefore, UHF calculations predict Mn02 to be a p-d charge transfer insulator
which suggests that the hole state is d5 and that the electron addition state

contains a strong 0(p) component.
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Energy(eV)

Figure 5.2(a). Atom projected DOS for the AF (upper panel) and FM (lower

panel) spin arrangements of Mn02 (The zero of energy has been put at the upper

VBE)

A comparison of the atom projected DOS between MnO (upper panel) and Mn02

(lower panel) in the FM spin arrangement is illustrated in figure 5.2(b). As in

figure 5.2(a) the zero of energy is put at the valence band upper edge, which is
similar in both systems, with the majority of states O(p). The main difference
between the two systems is in the dispersion of Mn(d) states, shown in the full

line in both panels. In the upper panel (MnO) both Mn(d) and O(p) states span

the full 8eV of the upper valence band with regions of high Mn(d) density

overlapping with regions of low O(p) density and no Mn(d) overlap with 0(2s)
states. The lower panel shows Mn02 states, the most striking feature of which is
the new band of predominantly Mn(d) states ~5eV below the valence band. The

contribution and width of Mn(d) and O(p) states in the valence band differs from

MnO, as here high Mn(d) density overlaps with high O(p) density and the bands
are broader. The 0(2s) band is also broader in Mn02 than in MnO. Overall then,
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figure 5.2(b) suggests that MnC^ is more covalent than MnO as a result of p-d
hybridisation. Furthermore, from figure 5.2(b), it is predicted that the

experimental photoemission spectra of MnO and Mn02 would differ despite their
similar d5 configurations as the majority weight of Mn(d) states is ~6-7eV lower
in Mn02 than MnO.

LU

LLJ

-30.0 -25.0 -20.0 -15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0

Energy(eV)

Figure 5.2(b). Comparison of atom projected DOS of MnO (upper panel) and

Mn02 (lower panel) in the FM spin arrangements

5.2.2 First ionised state ofMnC>2

As in the case of MnO, broken symmetry calculations were used to localise the
hole state in Mn02, where one Mn atom was displaced slightly from its normal
lattice position. For example, Mnl of figure 5.1 was displaced by O.OOlA
towards 02. Due to the limits of the available computational resources,

calculations were confined to two molecular units, the labelling of which is
illustrated for the Mn02 rutile structure, shown in figure 5.1.
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UHF calculations on the FM and AF spin arrangements of the first ionised state

ofMn02 give high spin insulating solutions with the AF configuration now lower
in energy by 0.04eV per MnC>2. It is found from Mulliken charge population

analyses that -90% of the hole is localised at the Ol-Mnl-02 unit (see figure 5.1
for labelling) with -60% at 01, -20% at 02 and -10% at Mnl. Table 5.3 shows
the changes in the Mulliken population for both spin arrangements of the first
ionised state of Mn02 (MmO/) compared with the neutral ground state. Mnl

undergoes little change, <0.1, in its 3d Mulliken population, with negligible

change in Mn2 for both spin arrangements. There is a slight increase in spin

population on Mn2, from 0.1 to 0.2, but negligible change on Mnl for both spin

arrangements. Therefore, the Mulliken analysis agrees with the DOS prediction
for the first ionised state of Mn02 in that 80% of the hole is localised at oxygen

sites with very little change to the Mn sublattice.

FM AF

SqM(Mni) +0.10 +0.09

5n3d(Mni) -0.08 -0.09

8ns(MnO +0.04 -0.09

5qM(Mn2) +0.04 +0.02

8n3d(Mn2) 0.0 -0.01

8ns(Mn2) +0.10 +0.23

8qM(Oi) -0.57 -0.59

SqM(02) -0.23 -0.19

SqM(03) -0.04 -0.04

8qM(04) -0.04 -0.04

Table 5.3. Differences in the total Mulliken charges, 8qM, 3d populations, Sn3d,

and net spin populations, 8ns, between the FM and AF states of Mn204 and

Mn204(+).
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Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) illustrate the integrated differences in charge density
between neutral Mn204 and the first ionised state, MniO^, projected onto a

{001} basal plane, with 01-Mnl-02 shown in figure 5.3(a) and 03-Mn2-04
shown in 5.3(b). From these it is clear to see that the majority of charge density
difference is at the Ol site with the rest at 02 and little at 03 and 04 as predicted

by the Mulliken charge population analysis shown in table 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Integrated difference in the charge density between Mn204 and

Mn204(+) projected onto the {001} plane for the 0(l)Mn(l)0(2) atoms (a) and

0(3)Mn(2)0(4) atoms (b) of the unit cell. (Labelling corresponds to Figure 5.1)

5.2.3 First electron addition state ofMnO2

Broken symmetry calculations were used again, this time to self trap the added
electron. The displacement required, however, was -0.13A which results in high

spin insulating states for both spin arrangements with the FM configuration lower
in energy by 0.03eV.
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The changes in the Mulliken charge and spin populations between the neutral
system, Mn204, and the first electron addition state, Mn204~, are shown in table
5.4.

FM AF

8qM(Mn,) -0.13 -0.18

8n3d(Mni) +0.12 +0.23

8ns(Mn0 +0.04 +0.56

SqM(Mn2) -0.12 -0.12

8n3d(Mn2) +0.16 +0.12

8ns(Mn2) +0.28 0.0

5qivi(Oi) -0.27 -0.14

$qivi(02) -0.20 -0.12

Sqivi(03) -0.14 -0.22

5qM(04) -0.14 -0.22

Table 5.4. Differences in the total Mulliken charges, 8qM, 3d populations, 8n3d,

and net spin populations, 8ns, between the FM and AF states of Mn204 and

Mn204w.

The distribution of charge from the added electron is similar for both spin

arrangements, with more or less equal distribution between the two Mn02 units
of the lattice. Approximately 70% of the additional charge is localised at the four

oxygen sites and -30% at the two manganese sites of the unit cell. The Mulliken

charge of Mnl in the FM Mn204" system remains close to that in the neutral

system with an increase in charge population of only 0.12 and a slight increase in

spin population of -0.04. However, Mn2 of the same system shows an increase

in charge population of -0.16 and an increase in spin population of -0.3 which
results in a local moment of -3.9pB- For the AF spin arrangement of Mn204\ the

opposite occurs as very little change in Mulliken charge and spin population is
found at Mn2, only 0.12, and zero respectively.
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From the Mulliken charge and spin analysis, the majority of additional charge,

-70%, localises at oxygen sites which leaves the manganese close to a d5
configuration. The local moment at one Mn site increases to ~4fiB due to the

redistribution of unpaired spin, which is associated with the formal Mn(III) state.

Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) show the integrated difference in charge density
between MniOT and MmC^ projected onto a {001} basal plane. The Ol-Mnl-
02 unit is illustrated in figure 5.4(a) and the increase in charge on the two oxygen

atoms is clearly visible with substantial reorganisation of charge at the central
Mnl site. Figure 5.4(b) illustrates the same integrated charge density difference
for the 03-Mn2-04 unit. Again the increase in charge is apparent at the two outer

oxygen positions but the decrease in charge at the Mn2 site is masked due to a

reorganisation of charge from the dxy and dyz to the dz2 and dxz orbitals. Overall,
however, these integrated difference density plots are entirely consistent with the
Mulliken populations.

Figure 5.4. Integrated difference in the charge density between MmO/"-1 and

Mn204 projected onto the {001} plane for the 0(l)Mn( 1)0(2) atoms (a) and

0(3)Mn(2)0(4) atoms (b) of the unit cell. (Labelling corresponds to Figure 5.1)



5.3. Discussion

Unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations have been carried out on the neutral, first

ionised and first electron addition states of MnC>2 in the ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic spin arrangements in order to determine the nature of the
valence states. The results are most readily interpreted in terms of the changes in
the Mulliken charge and spin populations from the neutral system, the atom

projected densities of states and the integrated differences in charge density from
the neutral system to the first ionised and first electron addition states.

The lattice constants of ground state MnC>2 were calculated by direct energy

minimisation and found to be within 1% of the experimental values. This

corresponds to a difference in energy of 3xl0"5% between the experimental and
calculated structures, which illustrates the high numerical accuracy of the
calculations and also the overall stability of the CRYSTAL code. It is predicted,
from the 133.6 Mn-O-Mn angle in Mn02, that no significant superexchange
interaction is taking place which is supported by the lower energy FM state.

The main conclusion from the neutral ground state calculations is that Mn is

present in a d5 state with a local spin moment of ~3|1b, both in the FM and AF

spin configurations. This suggests that MnC>2 is a partially covalent system.
The atom projected DOS of neutral Mn02 suggests that it is a charge transfer
insulator like MnO, with the valence band upper edge dominated by O(p) states.

However the DOS of Mn02 differs from that of MnO with the majority of Mn(d)
states ~6-7eV lower in energy even although Mn is in a d5 state. This lowering in

energy of the Mn(d) states is a result of the reduced Madelung potential in Mn02

compared with MnO, as a consequence of the reduced oxygen charge. The
differences in the DOS between MnO and Mn02 are supported by previous x-ray

photoelectron4 and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy19 studies of these

oxides, where the shift to lower energy is cited as characteristic of the difference
between Mn(II) and Mn(IV). The conventional explanation for this shift is the
enhanced Coulomb potential of Mn4+ compared with Mn3+, whereas here, it is
attributed to the reduced Coulomb potential of O compared with O2". Figure 5.5
shows a comparison of the upper valence band DOS of MnO, orthorhombic

20 5
(Pmmm) LiMn02 and Mn02, all of which have been calculated as ~d
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configurations, and represent Mn(II), Mn(H[) and Mn(IV) respectively. The shift
in Mn(d) states from MnO to Mn02 is almost linear from ~7eV below the
valence band edge in MnO to ~13eV below for Mn02 despite the constant

approximate 3d5 Mulliken population. In the case of LiMn027 the Mulliken 3d
charge population and local spin moment are calculated to be 4.84 and 3.97,
which are very close to those found for the electron addition state which is also

formally Mn(IH). A more detailed analysis of the LixMn02 investigation is

presented in chapter 6.

LU
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Lli
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Energy (eV)

Figure 5.5. Comparison of the valence band DOS of MnO, LiMn02 and Mn02

From the valence band DOS of neutral Mn02 it is predicted from the rigid band

approximation that the first ionised state is essentially O(p). This is confirmed by
the Mulliken population analyses which show that -90% of the hole density is
localised at the oxygen sites with the Mn 3d population remaining close to a d5
configuration and a local moment which remains largely unchanged. This is
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supported by the charge density difference plots which were as always calculated
directly from the wavefunction.
Previous UHF calculations on the first ionised state of MnO6, which formally can

be thought of as Mn(HI) predict self trapped holes. Since the first electron
addition state of Mn02 can also be thought of formally as Mn(IH) a reasonable

assumption is that this addition state would also be O(p) in nature. This is found
to be the case from the Mulliken popoulation analysis of M^OT where -80% of
the additional charge is localised at the oxygen positions with the most

significant change to Mn being the addition of -0.3 spin population which
increased the local momemt to ~3.8p,B. This is close to the formal value of 4)1b

for Mn(m). The increased local moment indicates the localisation of unpaired

spin density and hence a shift towards greater ionicity. The charge density
difference plots of M^OT are again consistent with the Mulliken populations.
In summary, UHF calculations predict that the Mn d5 state in Mn02 is very stable
and remains even on electron addition or removal. This is shown from the

changes in Mulliken populations and supported by the integrated differences in

charge densities between the neutral and charged systems which were obtained

directly from the wavefunction.

5.4. Conclusions

The main conclusions of this chapter are: (1) that the valence state of Mn in

MnCF is a d5 configuration with a local moment of ~3(iB which suggests that it is

substantially covalent; (2) that the valence state of Mn does not depend on the

spin state of the system; (3) that the hole states in MnC>2 are oxygen p states as

found previously for MnO; (4) that the electron addition state of Mn02 is also an

oxygen p state but with the local moment on the Mn nearest neighbour ~4|iB; (5)

and that the lattice distortion which results from a one electron addition to Mn02

is not associated with the 3d4 state.
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Chapter 6

The Electronic Structure OfMonoclinic C2/m LixMn02

(1 > x > 0)

6.1. Introduction

After the launch of the first commercially successful rechargable Li battery1 in

1990, the search began for new, less expensive and less toxic electrode materials
which could intercalate Li into their lattice structure. The newly synthesised

C2/m monoclinic LiMn022 phase by Armstrong and Bruce is one such material.
It is described in terms of a distorted rhombohedral structure due to the strong

Jahn Teller nature of Mn3+ attributed to the high spin 3d4 configuration. During

battery operation the valence of Mn is assumed to vary between Mn3+ and Mn4+,
controlled by the movement of Li out of and into the lattice structure, thus

LixMn02 (0.5 < x < 0.95).

Other manganese oxides have been investigated for the same reason, especially
orthorhombic LiMn023 which has been used as a precursor to synthesise the
electrode material, defective LiMn204 spinel. However, very little work has been
carried out to determine the basic physical properties of these systems. In fact

although the crystal structure of orthorhombic Pmmn LiMn02 has been known
since 1975, the first detailed study of its magnetic properties4 has only just been

published this year.

Chapters 3 and 4 presented the results of UHF calculations which were carried
out on MnO5, Mn026 and their defect states5'6'7. These calculations predicted the
valence electron configurations of the formal Mn(II), Mn(III) and Mn(IV) states

as d5 but with local magnetic moments of ~5|iB, ~4(1b and ~3|Ib respectively.

Furthermore, the Jahn Teller distortion associated with the formal Mn(III) state,

which in the past has always been attributed to the high spin 3d4 valence electron

configuration, could instead be attributed to the O p5 configuration. Since the
formal valence of Mn in LiMn02 is Mn(III) it would be interesting to investigate
this material to confirm whether the previous description of the Mn(in) valence
electron configuration could be applied here. In view of the important role that
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the electronic valence state plays in monoclinic LiMnCL during battery operation,
it also seems justifiable to investigate its fundamental electronic properties. Since
a recent FLAPW8 investigation carried out on monoclinic LiMn02 failed to

address these issues, UHF calculations have been carried out on C2/m

monoclinic LixMn02 in the range 1 > x > 0.

6.2.Results

6.2.1 LiMnC>2

Supercells of the C2/m monoclinic LiMnCL structure, type 1(P,P)9, were

constructed in the composition range LinM^Og (where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). The

fully lithiated lattice structure is shown in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. Crystal structure of C2/m LiMn022 where the small white spheres

represent Mn, the small black spheres Li and the large grey spheres O

Various spin arrangements of LUM^Og were investigated, which included the

ferromagnetic (FM) and three antiferromagnetic (AFi, AF2, AF3) spin

configurations. The AFi structure contains ferromagnetic layers of Mn stacked

antiferromagnetically and the AF2 and AF3 structures contain FM chains arranged

antiferromagnetically in Mn layers. UHF calculations predict the order of

stability of these magnetic states to be, AF3 < FM < AFi < AF2 and all were

found to be high spin wide band gap insulators. The difference in energy between

AF3 and FM, AE, is 0.02eV which is more than double the value found MnO10

(0.006eV) and less than half the value found for Mn026 (0.06eV). Table 6.1
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shows the total (T + 1) and net (t -1) spin populations for the AF3 and FM spin

arrangements in Li4Mn408. The Mulliken 3d population for both spin

arrangements is -4.9 with a local spin moment of ~4pB which is localised on Mn

with only ~0.03|1b at the O sites. The Mulliken charges are -l.Oe, ~2.0e and
-1,5e for Li, Mn and O respectively.

af3 FM

qM(e) 2.03 2.03

n3d(Mn) 4.86 4.85

ns(Mn) ±3.97 3.95

ns(0) ±0.03 0.03

Table 6.1. Total Mn Mulliken charge, qM (e), 3d population, n3d, and local spin

moments, ns ( pB), in the AF3 and FM arrangements of C2/m LiMnCb

The other AF states, AFi and AF2, although not shown in table 6.1, are nearly
identical to the AF3 state with <1% differences in the individual Mulliken

populations. Table 6.2 shows a more detailed Mulliken analysis of the AF3 spin

configuration, which illustrates the differences in the spin and charge populations
of the Mn d orbitals.

d-orbital n ns

z2 1.06 0.96

2 2
x -y 1.09 0.94

xz 0.71 0.37

yz 1.09 0.94

xy 0.92 0.74

Table 6.2. Mulliken charge, n, and spin, ns, populations in the AF3 arrangement

of C2/m LiMnCb
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These differences are partially attributed to the distorted MnC>6 octahedron which
removed the degeneracies of the Mn d orbitals resulting in unequal Mulliken

charge and spin occupancies. Although it is possible that crystal field effects
could be solely responsible for the unequal spin populations it seems more likely
that overlap effects are also operational as found previously in Mn026. With
reference to the MnC>6 octahedron in figure 6.2, the dxz orbital has the appropriate

symmetry to overlap with two oxygen atoms, one above and one below the Mn

plane which would result in partial covalency and a reduction in the net spin.

Figure 6.2. Coordinate system of the layer structure of the MnC>6 octahedra in

C2/m LiMn02, where the full and broken circles represent the O layers above and
below the Mn layer respectively.

For comparison with the C2/m monoclinic LiMn022 structure, UHF calculations

were also carried out on another FM phase of LiMnCF, the orthorhombic Pmmn
structure reported by Hoppe, Brachtel and Jansen3. It is found to be 0.03eV lower
in energy than FM C2/m structure but with very similar Mulliken populations as
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shown in table 6.3. On the addition of correlation corrections, this energy

difference is reduced from 0.03eV to 0.02eV.

Phase AEl(HF) AEl(HFP) qM n3d ns

C2/m 0.0 0.0 2.03 4.85 3.95

Pmmn -0.03 -0.02 2.05 4.84 3.97

Table 6.3. Relative energies, AEL (eV), Mn Mulliken charge, qM (e), 3d

population, n3d, and local Mn spin moment, ns (pB), of FM (C2/m) and (Pmmn)

LiMn02 (Here and in subsequent tables HF and HFP refer to UHF energies

without and with a posteriori correlation corrections based on the Perdew

functional)

The energy differences and spin moments of Mn for the FLAPW and UHF
calculated spin arrangements of the C2/m monoclinic LiMn02 structure are

compared in table 6.4. In both cases the magnetic ground state is predicted to be

AF3 but there is a striking difference in the Mn spin moments, as the FLAPW

calculations predicted a spin moment -17% (0.7pb) less than the UHF value of

3.97pB. Also the FLAPW calculations predicted a much greater variation in Mn

spin moment from AF3 to FM spin arrangements, 3.29|LIb to 3.45pB repectively.

ae ft

Phase hf hfp flapw uhf flapw

fm 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.95 3.45

afi + 0.004 - - 0.003 3.95 -

af2 + 0.014 - - 0.092 3.98 3.34

af3 -0.021 - 0.020 -0.173 3.97 3.29

Table 6.4. Relative energies, AE (eV/formula unit), and local Mn spin moments,

p (Pb), of the AFi, AF2 and AF3 phases of (C2/m) LiMn02 compared with
FLAPW values8
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The valence and conduction band atom projected DOS of AF3 and FM LiMn02
are illustrated in figure 6.3. As before the AF3 plot shows a narrowing of the
bands compared with the FM spin arrangement due to different orthogonality
constraints on the two wavefunctions. In both cases, the upper valence band of

~6-7eV, is constructed from predominantly O(p) states but with a significant

Mn(d) density throughout. A narrower Mn(d) band exists ~2-3eV below the
lower edge of the valence band. The gap between the valence and conduction
band is spanned by mostly O(p) states at the valence band edge (VBE) and Mn(d)
states at the conduction band edge (CBE), but with a significant O(p)
contribution. Therefore, UHF calculations predict LiMn02 to be a p-d charge
transfer insulator and, within a rigid band approximation, to remain ~d5 in the
initial stages of oxidation or, specifically in this case, Li removal.

>

hi i A AF3H 4
i«v°

1 RJ-"" t 1 ■/\/\
I'*?" -

J j* !/°
| I 1 .Mn t
Ji /Awi; r

11/ILj\T4-'
-15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0

Energy(eV)

Figure 6.3. Atom projected valence and conduction band DOS for the AF3 (upper

panel) and FM (lower panel) spin arrangements (the zero of energy has been put

at the VBE)
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6.2.2 LixMnC>2 (x < 1)

The FM arrangement was the only one considered here as the difference in

energy between the AF3 and FM phases of LiojsMnCh (0.00035eV) is so small
that, at this Li concentration and below, the monoclinic C2/m structure would not

exhibit any AF3 order.
Table 6.5 shows the Li removal energy, Ur, and the Mulliken charge and spin

populations of Mn and O for the unrelaxed monoclininc C2/m LixMn02 structure

with x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0. Here the Li removal energy corresponds to the

energy for the reaction,

LixMn02 —^ Lix_o.25Mn02 +V4Li,

where Li corresponds to an isolated Li atom. From table 6.5 Ur ~ 6eV throughout
the compositional range with very little variation from LiMnCL to Lio.25Mn02

given that the calculated energies are for unrelaxed structures. On going from

Lii.oMn02 to Lio.5Mn02 the changes in the Mulliken populations are small and
close to linear. The hole density in Lio.75Mn02 and Lio.sMn02 relative to

Lii.0MnO2 is highly localised and found only on the oxygen sublattice, with local

moments close to 1|J.b aligned antiferromagnetically to the other Mn spin

moments of the lattice as found previously in chapter 3 for the free hole in MnO5.
In Lio.sMnCb all the hole density is localised on a single oxygen plane, but it is

possible that lattice relaxation may alter the hole density distribution. For Li

compositions of less than 0.5, the large changes in the charge and spin
distributions are attributed to the instability of these hypothetical C2/m
monoclinic structures, but even so, Mn remains close to a d5 configuration.
UHF calculations find the C2/m monoclinic structure of Lio.sMnCL to be 0.5eV

lower in energy than the corresponding orthorhombic Pmmn phase. This

compares with the energy difference of only 0.03eV found previously for

compositions of Lii.oMnCb, but where the Pmmn orthorhombic phase is lower in

energy.

Figure 6.4 shows the empty O(p) atom projected DOS of the C2/m monoclinic

phase of LixMn02 in the composition range Lij.oMn02 to Lio.25Mn02. Significant

changes below the CBE can be observed which increase with decreasing Li
concentration. Only very small changes can be seen at the lower conduction band
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edge and negligible changes in distribution at high energy. This confirms the
Mulliken population analyses description of the hole density in that it is mostly
O(p) and that it increases with decreasing Li concentration. Since the gap

between the new states and the lower CBE approximates the band gap, UHF

predicts a band gap of ~1.9eV for Lii.oMnCL which decreses to ~0.2eV for
LixMnC>2 as x goes towards zero.

The corresponding atom projected DOS of Mn(d) states, in the same

compositional range as figure 6.4, is shown in figure 6.5. It is clear that the
Mn(d) states remain almost unchanged apart from a trace of density below the
CBE due to the partial p-d hybridisation with the new empty O(p) states.

x AUr(HF) AUr(HFP) qM(Mn) n3d ns(Mn) qvi(O) ns(0)

1.0 6.13 6.41 2.03 4.85 3.95 -1.50 0.03

1.94 4.93 3.99 1.37 0.78 0.0 -0.96

0.75 1.99 4.89 3.96 1.43 1.43 0.01 0.02

5.77 6.06 2.04 4.85 3.95 1.52 1.52 0.02 0.02

1.94 4.95 4.00 1.38 1.39 o o o o

(1.98) (4.90) (3.97) (-1.35) (-0.11)

1.91 4.95 4.00 1.29 0.74 -0.02 -0.97

0.5 1.91 4.95 4.00 1.29 0.74 -0.02 -0.97

5.62 6.05 1.95 4.92 3.99 1.40 1.40 -0.01 0.0

1.95 4.92 3.99 1.40 1.40 -0.01 0.0

(1.93) (4.94) (4.00) (-1.21) (-0.25)

1.92 4.95 4.03 1.37 1.38 -0.02 0.01

0.25 1.59 5.32 4.68 1.43 1.43 -0.01 0.06

5.51 5.95 1.61 5.31 4.70 1.52 1.52 0.06 -0.02

1.91 4.96 4.04 1.37 0.78 0.06 0.96

(1.76) (5.13) (4.36) (-1.35) (0.14)

0.0 - - 1.58 5.34 4.76 -0.79 -0.88

Table 6.5. Variations of AUr (eV/formula unit), the Mn Mulliken charge, qM (e),

3d population, n3d, and local Mn spin moment, ns (|1b), in FM (C2/m) LixMn02

as a function of x (the two columns of figures for qM(O) and ns(0) correspond to

the two layers of the unit cell and the brackets denote average values)
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Figure 6.5. Empty Mn(d) DOS for LiMn02 (Li4Mn40g) to Lio.25Mn02 (LiMn4Og)
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The precise location of the hole density can be obtained from the charge and spin

density distribution projected onto one plane, exactly as in the case of MnO.

Figure 6.6 illustrates the net spin density in the Mn (a), and two O planes (b,c) for

compositions ranging from Lii.oMn02 to Lio.25MnC>2. The Mn spin density (a)
remains unchanged, while up to composition, LiojMnCL, the spin density
accumulates at only one of the O planes. As more Li is removed, it localises over
both O planes which is in agreement with the Mulliken spin analyses over this

composition range.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.6. Net spin density distributions in an Mn plane (a) and two O planes

adjacent to the Li layer (b,c) in LiMnC>2 to Lio.25Mn02, top to bottom respectively

6.3.Discussion

UHF calculations have been carried out on unrelaxed 1(P,P) supercells of

LinMn408 (n = 0,1, 2, 3, 4) as part of an initial study of the new Li insertion

system, monoclinic C2/m LiMn02, in which Mn is conventionally thought to
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vary from Mn3+ to Mn4+. The results presented in chapters 3 and 4 of UHF
calculations on MnO5, LiiMnO7 and MnC>26, formally, Mn(II), Mn(]H) and

Mn(IV), suggest a constant d5 Mn valence configuration in this series with spin
moments ranging from 5(LLB to 3|i.B due to an increase in covalency, and a primary

objective here has been to verify that this is the case. As in previous chapters the
results are presented in terms of Mulliken populations, spin density distributions
and single particle DOS. Since no structural relaxations were carried out, all
comments on the energetics are made with caution.
UHF calculations were carried out on two phases of the fully lithiated

ferromagnetic material, C2/m monoclinic and the Pmmn orthorhombic. It is
found that the orthorhombic phase is lower in energy by 0.02-0.03eV, which is
consistent with the stability of these two phases. The Mulliken Mn 3d

populations are 4.85 and 4.84 with similar local spin moments of 3.95|1b and

3.97(Ib for the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases respectively. These findings

are completely consistent with previous UHF studies, presented in chapters 3 and

4, which predict Mn(Hl) to have a valence configuration ~d5 and a local spin
moment ~4(Ib. The calculated orthorhombic spin moment, 3.97|1b, shows good

agreement with an experimental value of 3.69|1b4- The decreased local magnetic

moment is attributed to overlap effects between the Mn dxz orbital and two O

atoms of the surrounding 06 octahedron, one above and one below the Mn plane,

as shown in figure 6.2. This results in partial ap-d covalent bonding. This

suggested covalency is supported further by the atom projected DOS, from which
the upper valence band is predominantly 0(p) states but also contains a

significant Mn(d) contribution throughout the band.
Table 6.6 shows a comparison of the total Mulliken charges, the Mn 3d and spin

populations of MnO, LiMn02 (C2/m) and Mn025'6'7. The interesting point to note

from this table is that the Mulliken charge and 3d population on Mn remain close
to 2 and 5 respectively throughout the formal valence range Mn(II) - Mn(IY).

However, changes do occur in the Mn local spin moment and O Mulliken charge.
The local spin moment on Mn reduces from ~5|U,b to ~3|LLb and the Mulliken

charge on O reduces from ~ -2 to ~ -1 through the same range, Mn(II) - Mn(IV).
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Oxide qM(Mn) iLd ns(Mn) qM(O)

(Fm3m) MnO 1.86 5.11 4.92 - 1.86

(C2/m) LiMn02 2.03 4.85 3.95 - 1.50

P42/mnm Mn02 2.12 4.70 3.40 - 1.06

Table 6.6. Comparison of the total Mulliken charges, qM (e), 3d population, n3d,

and local spin moments, ns ( pB), in FM MnO, LiMnOi and MnCb

UHF calculations were also carried out on the lithium deficient C2/m monoclinic

system at compositions, Lio^MnCb, Lio.sMnCb, Lio.25Mn02, where it was found

experimentally that monoclinic symmetry was retained up to a composition close
to Lio.5Mn022. The changes which are found in the valence electronic structure at

these compositions are consistent with the results presented in chapters 3 and 4
on electron deficient MnO5 and MnO^6. On going from fully lithiated, LiMn02,
to half lithiated, Lio.sMn02, the Mn Mulliken 3d population and local spin
moment changes very little, <2%, while the total Mn Mulliken charge changes by
<5% which indicates that the ~d5 valence configuration is retained. On the other

hand, the average Mulliken charge for O decreases from -1.5 to -1.2 with the

majority of the hole predicted to localise over the O sites. The local spin

moments are -lp-B and are antiferromagnetic to the surrounding FM lattice,

forming spin polarons, as found previously for the free hole in MnO5. This

change in electron configuration is accompanied by a 3% decrease in the Fermi

energy from -8.63eV to -8.9eV and also a 6-8% decrease in the unrelaxed Li

removal energy from 6.13eV to 5.62eV. These small percentage changes in the
Fermi and Li removal energy up Lio.5Mn02 would almost certainly facilitate the
use of this material as a good battery. For the fully lithiated orthorhombic phase

however, the Fermi energy is ~2eV higher than the monoclinic phase and
decreases by -14% on going from LiMn02 to Lio.sMn02. For compositions

containing < 50% Li, Lio.2sMn02 and Lio.oMnCb, large changes are observed in
the valence electron configurations. This is attributed to the rather hypothetical
unrelaxed structures at these compositions and it is expected that after relaxation,
such large changes in the valence electron configurations might not be found.
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UHF calculations, therefore, predict changes of only a few percent in the valence
electron configuration on going from LiMn02 to Lio.sMnC^, the composition to

which the monoclinic structure is known to remain stable.

Figure 6.7 shows a plot of the measured band gaps of MnO and Mn0214 and
calculated UHF band gap of monoclinic LiMnCE versus the formal valence state,

where the theoretical value is estimated as the gap between the new O(p) states

and the CBE. The striking feature to note is the apparent linear relationship.
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of the estimated band gap of LiMn02 compared with the

experimental values for MnO and Mn0214

Although no O K-edge or Mn K- or L-edge spectroscopy has been reported on

LixMn02 to date, the predictions made here as to the d5L nature of the hole states

in LinM^Og would be both directly and indirectly detectable using such

spectroscopic techniques. This has been shown previously for Lii.xNixOn, where
the O K-edge spectrum showed a new oxygen peak which increased with Li
concentration. This was subsequently confirmed by UHF calculations12'13 which
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predicted new empty 0(p) states (oxygen holes) on Li substitution in NiO. Figure
6.4 shows a similar prediction for LixMn02 with new empty O(p) states emerging
~1.9eV below the CBE which increase with Li removal from LiMnCL

(Li4Mn4Os). As in the case of Li:NiO, therefore, these new empty O(p) states

should be clearly evident in the O K-edge spectrum. This could also be verified

indirectly from the absence of any detectable change in the Mn K-or L- edge

spectra, as predicted by the empty Mn(d) states shown in figure 6.5.

6.4. Conclusions

The main conclusions of this chapter are: (1) that the UHF ground state valence

configuration of monoclinic C2/m LiMn02 is d5 with a local spin moment of

4p.B, in an AF3 spin arrangement and with a band gap of 1.9eV; (2) that the FM

orthorhombic Pmmn phase of LiMn02 is lower in energy than the monoclinic
C2/m phase by 0.03eV but has almost identical valence configuration; (3) that the

monoclinic symmetry is retained for LixMn02 within the limits 1 < x > 0.5 and

that the limiting Li concentration for AF3 order is x = 0.25; (4) that in this

compositional range, the evidence presented suggests that localised O(p) holes
are formed which have strong spin polaron character and that the Mn valence
remains unchanged; (5) for x < 0.5, UHF calculations of LixMn02 in an

unrelaxed monoclinic C2/m structure, predict different valence configurations, a

likely explanation of which is the unrealistic nature of these structures; (6) that

the new O(p) states predicted below the CBE could be verified directly by O K-

edge and indirectly by Mn K- and L-edge spectroscopies.
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Chapter 7

The Cation Valence Charge States in MnFe204

7.1. Introduction

A number of structural studies1'2 have been carried out on manganese ferrite,

which show that it deviates slightly from the normal spinel structure of

[Mn]A[Fe2]B04, and has a cation distribution which can be represented as

[Mn0.8Feo.2]A[Mno.2Fei.8]B04. Several experimental investigations3,4' have been
carried out to determine the nature of the cation valence states on these two sites,

A and B. From conductivity3 and thermogravimetric measurements4 and infra-red
and optical spectra analyses5, a simple cation arrangement has been proposed
where the A sites are occupied only by divalent ions and the B sites by trivalent

ions, formally thus [Mn0.82+Feo.22+]A[Mno.23+Fei.83+]B04. For this arrangement to

occur, the following charge transfer would have to take place,

MnB2+ + FeA3+ —> MnB3+ + FeA2+. However, Sawatsky et alz found no evidence of

Fe2+ in the Mossbauer spectra of MnFe204, while Harrison et at and Lotgering7
deduced energies of approximately +leV and +0.3eV for the above charge
transfer reaction from ionisation and crystal field energies6 and from electrical

conductivity measurements and Seebeck voltage studies7 respectively.

Pseudopotential LDA calculations8 have also been carried out on manganese

ferrite from which the ground state was found to be metallic which is contrary to

experimental findings. In view of these studies, and in light of the results

presented in chapters 3, 5 and 6 on the nature of the Mn(IH) state, Hartree-Fock
calculations have been carried out in an attempt to clarify the cation valence

charge states in MnFe204.

7.2. Results

The unit cell data used to construct the cubic spinel, space group Fd3m and
lattice constant 8.511 A, was that reported by Koenig and Choi9. To represent the
unit cell, 14 of the full unit cell was constructed. This contained two formula units

or Mn2Fe40g. The normal spinel was represented by the following arrangement,
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[Mri2]A[Fe4]B08, where A denotes tetrahedral sites and B denotes octahedral
sites. To simulate the inverse spinel, the two Mn atoms were exchanged with two

Fe atoms, giving, [Fe2]A[Mn2Fe2]B08. All possible configurations of the inverse
structure were checked and were found to have the same Hartree-Fock energy,

indicating that all were equivalent. Although it is known that at low temperatures,

MnFe2C>4 is antiferromagnetic, the ferromagnetic spin arrangement was used for
convenience, as previous studies on MnO and NiO10 have shown that Hartree-
Fock spin distribution and projected densities of states are almost independent of
the magnetic state.

In an attempt to determine the nature of the ground state of MnFe204, both UHF
and RHF calculations were carried out with various starting charge states and

spin arrangements. The lowest energy solution is found for the normal spinel

arrangement, with both normal and inverse structures having insulating ground
states. No converged metallic solutions are found to be lower in energy than the
UHF insulating solutions reported here, which is in complete agreement with

experimental findings.

Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the total Mulliken populations for MnO, a-

Fe203, and MnFe204 in the normal and inverse structures. There are three points
worth noting from this table: first, the formal charges of Mn and Fe in both the
normal and inverse structures are close to 1,9e and 2.6e respectively; second, on

comparison of the Mulliken populations for Mn and Fe in the normal and inverse
structures with the corresponding oxides, the charges are found to be very

similar, < 0.15% difference; third, there is very little difference in the Mulliken

populations of Mn and Fe in the normal and inverse structures.

Oxide qMn qFe qo

MnO 23.139 - 9.861 |
a-Fe203 - 23.398 9.734

MnFe204 (n) 23.146 23.397 9.765

MnFe204 (i) 23.168 23.375(A) 9.765

23.381(B) 9.775

Table 7.1 Total Mulliken populations, qx, in MnO, a-Fe203 and MnFe204
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Taking a closer look at the d electron populations, shown in table 7.2, the total d
electron populations do not change very much, although some differences are

found in the eg and t2g levels of Fe at the A and B sites in the inverse spinel.
Overall however, negligible differences in charge distribution are found from the
Mulliken population analyses for Mn and Fe in the normal and inverse structures.

Structure Cation qx(3d) qx(eg) qx(t2g)

MnFe204 (n) Mn 5.110 2.026 3.084

Fe 5.300 2.240 3.060

MnFe2C>4 (i) Mn 5.150 2.133 3.017

Fe(A) 5.271 2.052 3.219

Fe(B) 5.291 2.232 3.059

Table 7.2 Mulliken d-electron populations, qx(0, in MnFe204

For the suggested charge transfer to take place, Mhr2+ + FeA3+ —> Mns3+ + FeA2+,
a change in spin would have to follow as shown below,

[TTHT]b+[TTTTT]a -> [TTTT]B + [unrt]A
Therefore a comparison of the net (or T - si) spin density would provide an

invaluable insight into the occurance of any charge transfer which might be

taking place. Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show such spin density plots which are all
on the same scale. In figure 7.1, the net spin density of Mn is shown, (i) in the
normal spinel (at an A site), (ii) in the inverse spinel (at a B site) and (iii) the
difference between these two spin densities. Figure 7.2 shows similar plots for

Fe, (i) in the normal spinel (at a B site), (ii) in the inverse spinel (at an A site) and

(iii) the difference between these two.

As seen in figures 7.1 (iii) and 7.2(iii), there are small differences in the spin
densities on Mn and Fe in the two sites, A and B, but these can be attributed to

the change in coordination as the magnitude of the differences is not large

enough to be associated with charge transfer.
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(i) (ii)

(iii)

Figure 7.1 Net spin density distributions in a {001} plane through Mn in the
normal spinel structure (i), in the inverse spinel structure (ii) and their difference

(iii)

(iii)

Figure 7.2 Net spin density distributions in a {001} plane through Fe in the
normal spinel structure (i), in the inverse spinel structure (ii) and their difference

(iii)
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Figure 7.3 shows the net spin density of Fe at a B site in (i) the normal spinel (ie
figure 7.2(i)) and (ii) in the inverse spinel structure and (iii) their difference.
Figure 7.3(iii) shows no difference in spin density between Fe in the B site of
these two structures.

(iii)

Figure 7.3 Net spin density distributions in a {001} plane through a B site Fe in

(i) the normal spinel structure, (ii) in the inverse spinel structure and (iii) their
difference

The atom and spin projected densities of states provides even more information
on the electronic structure. Figure 7.4 shows a comparison of the upper valence

bands of normal MnFe204 (upper) with a-FeiCb (lower). Both plots show similar

features. The states which lie to higher energy are 0(2p) in nature, and are

separated from the Fe(d) band by a gap of about 5eV. The 0(2p) band width in

MnFe204 is 7eV and 7.3eV in a-Fe203. The Fe(d) bands are 1.5eV and 2.1eV for

MnFe2C>4 and a-Fe2C>3 respectively. There is a certain degree of covalency in each

system illustrated by the dispersion of Fe states in the mainly 0(2p) band, and O
in the Fe(d) band.

Turning now to the Mn states, the valence band of normal MnFe2C>4 is compared
with that ofMnO in figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of the projected DOS of normal MnFe204 (upper) with

Fe203 (lower). In figures 4-8 the solid line refers to the Fe DOS, the dashed line
to O and the dotted line to Mn.
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of the projected DOS of normal MnFe204 (upper) with
MnO (lower). In the lower panel the O DOS has been multiplied by a factor of
four for a direct comparison with the upper panel.
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Here, the Mn states are dispersed differently in MnO than in the spinel structure.
The Mn states in MnO are found towards the lower energy range of the mainly

0(2p) band, whereas in MnFe20zt, the Mn states are evenly dispersed throughout
the same band. This is due to the increased ionicity in MnO and the difference in
coordination between the two structures.

A comparison of the upper valence band states of normal (lower) and inverse

(upper) MnFe204 is shown in figure 7.6. These plots differ in a number of

respects. In the inverse structure, the Fe A site states are found to have lower

energy than the Fe B site states with a separation of ~0.6eV. A redistribution of
the Mn states takes place from the normal to the inverse structures, with most of

the weighting towards the upper end of the 0(2p) band in the inverse structure as

opposed to the lower end in the normal structure. Also, a weak insulating band
has appeared in the inverse structure at ~0.7eV above the upper edge of the 0(2p)
band which has an equal number of O and Mn states.

,1

| MnFe204 inverse spinel

ft'•

Jillu1 Mn
AM 1 j

MnFe204 normal spinel

s, ,Ak"
-18.0 -15.0 -12.0 -9.0 -6.0 -3.0 0.0 3.0

Energy (eV)

Figure 7.6 Comparison of the projected DOS of MnFe204 : inverse (upper) and
normal (lower)
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The spin projected DOS of normal and inverse MnFe204 is shown in figures 7.7
and 7.8 respectively. For the normal spinel, figure 7.7, the Mn and Fe d bands are

entirely spin polarised, whereas the 0(2p) band is almost completely spin paired.

alpha
spin ,

i I 1

Mn O

l"-v - —

beta spin ^
o-1

I

1 1 1 1— 1 .... _i .....

-18.0 -15.0 -12.0 -9.0 -6.0 -3.0 0.0 3.0

Energy (eV)

Figure 7.7 Spin projected DOS of normal MnFe204 : T (upper) i (lower)

The states above the 0(2p) upper edge in the inverse structure, figure 7.8, are

also entirely spin polarised which results in a slight polarisation of the 0(2p)
band.
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LU

alpha spin

-18.0 -15.0 -12.0 -9.0 -6.0 -3.0 0.0 3.0

Energy (eV)

Figure 7.8 Spin projected DOS of inverse MnFe204: T (upper) -I (lower)

7.3. Discussion

The nature of the valence states of Mn and Fe in the normal and inverse MnFe204

spinel have been investigated using ab initio periodic Hartree-Fock calculations
in light of the proposed charge transfer reaction,

MnB2+ + FeA3+ —> MnB3+ + FeA2+. From Mulliken population, net spin density and

DOS analyses, no evidence of this charge transfer is found. Although a slight
redistribution of Mulliken population is apparent in the eg and t2g levels of the
cations from A site occupancy to B site occupancy, the total Mulliken population
of the cations does not change significantly. Net spin density difference plots,

figures 7.1 (iii) and 7.2(iii) show that a small difference in spin does occur for Mn
and Fe between the two sites, the magnitude of which is not large enough to

suggest that appreciable charge transfer had taken place. The DOS plots in figure
7.6 show that there are differences in the electronic structures of the normal and
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inverse spinel, the main difference being the spin polarised insulating states

found ~2.5eV above the 0(2p) band edge. Further evidence which supports the

findings of this study came from atomistic simulations by Islam and Catlow11 of
the following charge transfer reaction, NiA2+ + MnB3+ —> NiA3+ + MnB2+. The
lattice energy contributions were calculated as -0.87eV to -1.14eV, which when
added to the difference in the third ionisation potentials of Mn and Ni (+1.5eV),

give an energy for the above reaction of between 0.36eV and 0.63eV. Using the
same rational for the present system, and assuming a lattice energy contribution
of ~ -l.OeV, the reaction energy is estimated to be ~ +2eV which suggests that
the charge transfer is energetically unfavourable. This is in complete agreement

with the findings presented here.

7.4. Conclusions

The principal conclusion of this chapter is that there is no evidence from UHF
calculations to support the proposed simple cation distribution,

[Mno.82+Feo.22+]A[Mno.23+Fe1.83+]B04.
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Chapter 8

The Non Defective Surfaces of TiC>2 Rutile

8.1. Introduction

Ti02 finds applications as a photocatalyst, both in the purification and photolysis
of water1'2'3, a catalyst support, having a strong interaction with group Vm
metals4'5 and as a white pigment used extensively in the paint and polymer
industries6. These and other uses indicate that Ti02 is a commercially important

material so that a detailed knowledge of its surface properties, especially surface

geometries and electronic structure, would be an advantage in improving existing

processes and developing future applications which depend on Ti02 rutile. This

chapter focuses on the atomic relaxations and associated surface energies of the
non defective low index surfaces of Ti02 while the following chapter investigates
the electronic structure of the stoichiometric and defective surfaces.

Prior to 1994, not a great deal of detailed theoretical investigation had been
carried out into the surface geometries of Ti02 rutile due largely to the relative

complexity of the system and the subsequent computational requirements. In
1994 two studies were reported, the first by Freeman et al1 who investigated the

geometry of the relaxed stoichiometric {110} surface of Ti02 rutile based on the
o

FLAPW method. The second was by Ramamoorthy et al who carried out an

extensive study of Ti02 rutile based on plane wave local density approximation

(LDA) calculations using Vanderbilt pseudopotentials to estimate the structure

and energetics of the {110}, {100}, {011} and {001} stoichiometric surfaces.

However, the relaxations which were proposed by Freeman et al1 for the {110}
surface differed markedly from those reported by Ramamoorthy et a/8.
Experimentally, the surface structures of oxides are very difficult to determine.
Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) have been the two main techniques used to investigate oxide surfaces,

although recent advances in glancing angle x-ray diffraction suggests that this
will be the principle tool for accurate surface structure determination in the
future. Only a few detailed investigations have been carried out on the relaxed

geometries of non defective Ti02 surfaces with the bulk of the literature devoted
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to probing the various surface reconstructions. One such investigation was

carried out by Mason et al9 in 1991 using a model system together with LEED
data to propose a structure for the non defective {001} surface. The atomic
relaxations of this structure, however, did not agree with those proposed by

o

Ramamoorthy et al .

In view of the discrepancies in the atomic displacements of the stoichiometric

{110} surface reported by Ramamoorthy et at and Freeman et al1 and those of
the {001} reported by Ramamoorthy et at and Mason et al9, periodic Hartree-
Fock calculations have been carried out on the five lowest index surfaces of Ti02

rutile in an attempt to clarify the relaxed surface structures and to calculate their
relative stabilities.

Since this work was carried out a number of other theoretical investigations have
been reported both of the stoichiometric and defective surfaces of Ti02. These
include an independent ab initio Hartree-Fock study by Reinhardt and Hess10 on

the relaxed {001}, {100} and {110} surfaces, spin polarised density functional

theory calculations on the {100} and {110} surfaces by Findan et aln'n and

atomistic simulations by Oliver et alu and Purton et al14 on the stoichiometric

{011}, {110}, {100}, {221} and {110}, {001}, {100} surfaces respectively. Also
a very recent experimental study using surface x-ray diffraction techniques15 has

provided detailed atomic displacements of the relaxed {110} surface of Ti02.

8.2. Results

UHF calculations were carried out on the defect free bulk and surfaces of Ti02,

rutile. The lattice parameters used were a = 4.5613 A and c = 3.0197 A, which
were obtained previously from a full structural optimisation of the bulk16. To
simulate the required surfaces, infinite two dimensional slabs were constructed

parallel to the desired direction. Relaxations were performed on the topmost

surface layers on both sides of the slab to maintain the symmetry, with at least
three layers in the middle of the slab representing the bulk. The lattice structures

of the unrelaxed surfaces are shown in figure 8.1, and the corresponding stacking

sequences in figure 8.2.
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(a) {110}

(b) {100}

(c) {001}

♦ -x

y<-

(d) {011}

Figure 8.1. The lattice structures of the (a) {110}, (b) {100}, (c) {001} and (d;

{011} slabs
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.... 0( 1) — -0(1)-- - O(l) Ti(l) 0(1) —

0(2) Ti(l) Ti(2) 0(3) Ti(l) 0(2) Ti(2) 0(2)

0(4) 0(2) 0(3) Ti(3) 0(3)

0(5) 0(3) 0(4) Ti(4) 0(4)

0(6) Ti(3) Ti(4) 0(6) Ti(2) 0(5) Ti(5) 0(5)

0(5) 0(3) 0(4) Ti(4) 0(4)

0(4) 0(2) 0(3) Ti(3) 0(3)

0(2) Ti(l) Ti(2) 0(3) Ti(l) 0(2) Ti(2) 0(2)
.... 0(1)-. — 0(1) — — 0(1) Ti(l) 0(1) —

9 LAYER {110} 9 LAYER {100} 9 LAYER {001}

(a) (b) (c)

- 0(1)0(2) -

Ti(l) Ti(2)

0(3)0(4)

0(5)0(6)

Ti(3)Ti(4)

0(5)0(6)

0(3)0(4)

Ti(l)Ti(2)
— 0(1)0(2) -

9 LAYER {011}

(d)

Figure 8.2. The stacking sequences of the (a) {110}, (b) {100}, (c) {001} and (d)

{011} slabs
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UHF calculations for bulk Ti02 converged to RHF solutions, as they should for a
non magnetic system, with a total energy of -998.37599858 au per Ti02 unit.
This energy was used throughout to calculate the surface energies, which are all
quoted in units of Jm" .

Starting with the {110} surface, the lattice structure is shown in figure 8.1(a) and
the stacking sequence in figure 8.2(a). UHF calculations were carried out on 9, 12

-2
and 15 layers of the unrelaxed slab, resulting in surface energies of 2.734 Jm" ,

2.721 Jm"2 and 2.723 Jm"2 respectively, which suggest that the surface energy is
close to converged at 12 layers. The displacements of the relaxed {110} surface

reported by Ramamoorthy et a/8, the z components of which is shown in the third
column of table 8.1, were then used to simulate the corresponding relaxed {110}
surface using 6, 9, 12 and 15 layer slabs. These result in surface energies of
1.435Jm"2, 1.918Jm"2, 1.831Jm"2 and 2.199Jm"2 respectively. Calculations were

n

also carried out for the relaxed structure reported by Freeman et al , the z

component of the displacements are also shown in table 8.1, but here the limited
relaxation could only be accommodated using 6 layer slabs resulting in an energy

of 2.141 Jm"2.

Atom Layer Sz 8z 8z 8z 8z

Type LDA present FLAPW Reinhardt EXPT

study and Hess

O 1 -0.0635 -0.09 -0.156 -0.14 -0.27

Ti 1 -0.1693 -0.117 -0.180 -0.146 -0.16

Ti 1 0.1323 0.147 -0.049 0.092 0.12

O 1 0.1270 0.110 -0.115 0.066 0.05

O 2 0.1270 0.110 -0.115 0.066 -0.16

O 3 -0.0741 -0.028 - -0.072 0.05

O 4 0.0159 - - - 0.0

Table 8.1 Comparison of the atomic (001) or z displacements (A) for the
o n

Ramamoorthy et al (LDA), Freeman et al (FLAPW), Hartree-Fock (present)
and experimental15 {110} surfaces
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Independent Hartree-Fock calculations of surface relaxation, by direct energy
minimisation, were then carried out on 9 layers of the {110} slab17, and again the
z atomic displacements are shown in the fourth column of table 8.1, resulting in a

relaxed surface energy of 1.765 Jm"2. For these three calculated {110} surface
structures, no relaxation was found in the x direction and only minimal

displacements in the y direction, ±0.037, ±0.072 and ±0.73 for the O atoms of the
second and first layers of the LDA, FLAPW and Hartree-Fock structures

respectively. Table 8.2 contains details of the Hartree-Fock surface energies
based on the relaxed {110} surface structures reported by Ramamoorthy et al
and Freeman et al1 and that reported here. From this there is evident agreement
between the Hartree-Fock and Ramamoorthy structures but not with that reported

by Freeman et al .

Surface Type No. of Layers Surface Energy Relaxation Energy

Unrelaxed 9 2.734 -

Ramamoorthy

relaxed

9 1.918 0.816

Freeman relaxed 6 2.141 0.593

HF relaxed 9 1.765 0.969

Table 8.2 Comparison of the Hartree-Fock calculated surface energies (Jm"2) of
the unrelaxed and relaxed {110} surface

Table 8.3 contains a comparison of the Hartree-Fock and LDA {110} surface
o

energies based on the relaxed structure of Ramamoorthy et al as a function of

slab thickness.

No of Unrelaxed HF Relaxed HF Unrelaxed Ram. Relaxed Ram.

Layers Surface Energy Surface Energy Surface Energy Surface Energy

9 2.734 1.918 1.79 1.10

12 2.721 1.831 1.73 0.76

15 2.723 2.199 1.79 0.96

Table 8.3 Comparison of surface energies (Jm"2) with number of layers for the
unrelaxed and Ramamoorthy relaxed {110} surfaces
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Only one relaxed structure was investigated for the {100} surface, namely, that

proposed by Ramamoorthy et at. The lattice arrangement and stacking sequence

of the unrelaxed surface are illustrated in figures 8.1(b) and 8.2(b). Hartree-Fock
calculations were carried out for both the 15 and 21 layer slabs of the unrelaxed

and relaxed {100} surfaces. Details of the calculated unrelaxed and relaxed
surface energies are given in table 8.4.

No of

Layers

Unrelaxed

Surface Energy

Relaxed

Surface Energy

Relaxation

Energy

15 2.970 2.189 0.781

21 2.970 2.229 0.741

Table 8.4 Comparison of the Hartree-Fock surface energies (Jm2) with number of

layers of the unrelaxed and Ramamoorthy relaxed {100} surfaces

The lattice structure and stacking sequence of the {001} surface are shown in

figures 8.1(c) and 8.2(c). UHF calculations of 5 and 7 layer slabs of the unrelaxed
surface result in surface energies of 4.046Jm 2 and 4.044Jm"2 respectively. The

displacements of the relaxed {001} surfaces determined by Ramamoorthy et at
and Mason et at from LEED, shown in tables 8.5 to 8.7, were used to calculate

the corresponding Hartree-Fock surface energies. These were found to be

3.697Jm"2, 3.542Jm"2 and 3.459Jm~2 for the Ramamoorthy et at 5, 7 and 9 layer
slabs of the relaxed surface respectively and 3.888Jm"2 for the 5 layer slab of the
Mason et al9 relaxed surface. As for the {110} surface, an independent Hartree-
Fock surface relaxation17 was carried out for the 7 layer slab of the {001}

surface, the atomic displacements of which are also shown in tables 8.5 to 8.7.

This results in a relaxed surface energy of 2.823Jm"2. All these energies are

collected in table 8.8, while table 8.9 shows the surface energies of the

Ramamoorthy et at structure as a function of slab thickness.
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Atom Layer 8x 5x 5x

Type LDA LEED present

study

Ti 1 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 1 -0.1 0.004 -0.09896

O 1 0.1 -0.004 0.09896

Ti 2 0.0 0.0 0.0

O 2 -0.037 -0.0139 0.004749

O 2 0.037 0.0139 -0.004749

Ti 3 0.0 - -

O 3 -0.026 - -

O 3 0.026 - -

Ti 4 0.0 - -

O 4 -0.026 - -

O 4 0.026 - -

Table 8.5 Comparison of atomic (100) displacements (A) at the {001} surface

Atom

Type

Layer 5y
LDA

8y
LEED

5y

present study

Ti 1 0.0 0.0 0.0

O 1 0.1 -0.004 0.09896

O 1 -0.1 0.004 -0.09896

Ti 2 0.0 0.0 0.0

O 2 -0.037 -0.0139 0.004749

O 2 0.037 0.0139 -0.004749

Ti 3 0.0 - -

O 3 0.026 - -

O 3 -0.026 - -

Ti 4 0.0 - -

O 4 -0.026 - -

O 4 0.026 - -

Table 8.6 Comparison of atomic (010) displacements (A) at the {001} surface
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Atom

Type

Layer 8z

LDA

8z

LEED

8z

present study

Ti 1 -0.33 -0.0531 -0.197138

O 1 0.033 -0.0858 -0.051104

O 1 0.033 -0.0858 -0.051104

Ti 2 0.33 0.0286 0.152217

O 2 -0.044 0.0419 0.006608

O 2 -0.044 0.0419 0.006608

Ti 3 -0.22 - -

O 3 0.027 - -

O 3 0.027 - -

Ti 4 0.22 - -

O 4 -0.033 - -

O 4 -0.033 - -

Table 8.7 Comparison of atomic (001) displacements (A) at the {001} surface

Surface Type No. of Layers Surface Energy

Unrelaxed 7 4.044

Ramamoorthy relaxed 7 3.542

Mason relaxed 5 3.888

Hartree-Fock relaxed 7 2.823

Table 8.8 Comparison of the Hartree-Fock calculated surface energies (Jm~2) of
the unrelaxed and relaxed {001 {surface

No. of Unrelaxed Relaxed

Layers Surface Energy Surface Energy

5 4.046 3.697

7 4.044 3.542

9 - 3.459

Table 8.9 Comparison of surface energies (Jm~2) with number of layers for the
unrelaxed and Ramamoorthy relaxed {001} surfaces
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The final surface to be investigated was the {Oil}, the lattice arrangement and

stacking sequence of which are shown in figure 8.1(d) and 8.2(d). Both the 9 and
15 layer unrelaxed and relaxed slabs were considered, of which the latter was

g
based on the LDA structures reported by Ramamoorthy et al , and the

corresponding Hartree-Fock surface and relaxation energies are given in table
8.10.

No of

Layers

Unrelaxed

Surface Energy

Relaxed

Surface Energy

Relaxation

Energy

9 2.882 2.642 0.24

15 2.882 2.607 0.275

Table 8.10 Comparison of surface energies (Jnf2) with number of layers of the
unrelaxed and Ramamoorthy relaxed {011} surface

8.3. Discussion

Hartree-Fock calculations, based on surface geometries derived by Ramamoorthy
et af from LDA calculations, confirm the order of stability as

{110}>{100 }>{011 }>{ 001} which is consistent with the experimental

morphology. A detailed comparison of the unrelaxed and relaxed surface

energies is shown in table 8.11.

Surface Unrelaxed Surface Energy Relaxed Surface Energy

{110} 2.734 1.918

{100} 2.970 2.229

{011} 2.882 2.607

{001} 4.044 3.542

Table 8.11 Comparison of the unrelaxed and relaxed surface energies (Jm 2) of
the Ramamoorthy relaxed surfaces

For the most stable of the surfaces, namely, the {110}, the order of Hartree-Fock

energies for the different theoretically derived surface structures, that have been
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proposed, is HF < LDA < FLAPW. However, the difference between the relaxed
IT)A and HF surface energies is only 0.15Jm"2, leading to surface structures

which are very similar, as shown in table 8.1. For these two structures all

displacements agree in terms of their direction with the largest difference in
magnitude being that for one of the Ti atoms in the first layer, which differed by

only 0.05 A. Furthermore, as shown in table 8.1, the Hartree-Fock and LDA
derived displacements are in good agreement with those obtained recently from
surface x-ray diffraction15, the single exception being the displacement of the
outermost bridging oxygen, Ol of figure 8.2(a).

An interesting computational point to emerge is that the Hartree-Fock {110}
surface energies appear to converge more quickly with slab thickness than LDA

energies. The reasons for this are not obvious, but might arise, in part, from the
more accurate treatment of the non local exchange interactions.
Table 8.1 shows that there are substantial differences between the Hartree-Fock

and LDA derived displacements and those derived from FLAPW calculations.
While these differences could result from the nature of the FLAPW methods, it

seems likely that they result from the limited number of surface layers explicitly
relaxed in the latter study.
The present calculations agree for the most part with previous ab initio periodic
Hartree-Fock calculations carried out by Reinhardt and Hess10, where the

principal difference between the two sets of calculation is the size of basis set

used. In the present calculations, the Bloch functions were constructed from 23
atomic orbitals for Ti and 14 atomic orbitals for O of the type shown below,

Ti: 1 s(8)2sp(6)3sp(4)4sp( l)5sp( 1 )3d(3)
0:1 s(8)2sp(4)3sp( 1 )4sp( 1)

where the numbers in brackets are the number of Gaussian functions which were

used to represent each shell. This compares with the local basis set used by
Reinhardt and Hess10 of the type,

Ti: 1s(8)2sp(6)3sp(4)4sp(1)5sp(1)3d(3)
0:1 s(8)2sp(6)3sp(1)
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Basis set size is an important factor in Hartree-Fock calculations and as a check
on the present results a limited number of calculations were performed for the
{110} surface based on an enlarged basis set of the type shown below,

Ti: 1 s(8)2sp(6)3sp(4)4sp( 1 )5sp( 1 )3d(4)4d( 1)

0:1s(8)2sp(4)3sp(1)4sp( 1)
Table 8.12 compares the unrelaxed and relaxed {110} surface energies from
which the influence of the basis set size is apparent. While there are diffences of
~0.2Jm"2 between the basis sets, this is unlikely to lead to any major conflict in
the interpretation of experimental data which is generally of much lower accuracy
than calculated surface energies.

Type of basis set Unrelaxed

Surface Energy

Relaxed Surface

Energy

Relaxation

Energy

Reinhardt & Hess 3.021 2.014 1.007

H-F 2.734 1.765 0.969

H-F enlarged 2.521 1.569 0.952

Table 8.12 Comparison of surface energies (Jm~2) with basis set for the 9 layer

{110} surface

Calculations for the {100} and {011} surface energies based on the geometries

reported by Ramamoorthy et al8 find the energies of both to converge rapidly
with slab thickness, with differences of 0.04Jmf2 between the 15 and 21 layer

{100} slabs and also between the 9 and 15 layer {011} slabs. However, unlike
the {011} surface, no Hartree-Fock optimisation of these surfaces is available for

comparison. For the 15 layer slabs, the {100} surface is found to be more stable
than the {011} in contradiction to the relative stability reported by Oliver et aln.
Turning finally to the {001} surface, Hartree-Fock calculations were carried for

unrelaxed and relaxed 5, 7 and 9 layer slabs. Here a relaxed surface structure was

obtained by direct energy minimisation so that direct comparisons could be made
with the LDA derived structure and that reported by Mason et al9 from LEED
measurements. The three structures are compared in tables 8.5 to 8.7 and the
Hartree-Fock energies for each compared in table 8.8, where the energy based on
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the Hartree-Fock structure, 2.823Jm"2, is lowest with a relaxation energy of

1.221Jm 2. The energy differences between the Hartree-Fock optimised structure

and those of Ramamoorthy et at and Mason et at are 0.72Jmf2 and 1.07Jm~2
respectively. The relaxation energy of the Hartree-Fock optimised structure is
more than twice that between the unrelaxed and relaxed LDA surface, 0.502Jm~ ,

and almost eight times that of the corresponding energy difference for the relaxed
surface reported by Mason et al9, 0.158Jm~2. It has been suggested that this
relaxation might have been improved if more layers had been used in the initial

investigation.
There are two main differences between the Hartree-Fock and LDA {001}

surfaces structures. The first is the magnitude of the z displacement of the Ti
atoms in the top two layers. Although these displacements occur in the same

direction, the displacements of the LDA surface are approximately half the value
of the Hartree-Fock surface. The second is the direction of the oxygen z

displacement, as all oxygens in the LDA surface displace in the opposite
direction to those in the Hartree-Fock relaxed structure.

8.4.Conclusion

The main conclusions of this chapter are: (1) that the order of the stability of the
relaxed surfaces of TiC>2, proposed by Ramamoorthy et al on the basis of LDA

calculations, is confimed to be {110}>{ 100}>{011 }>{001}; (2) for the {110}

surface the order of Hartree-Fock energies for different surface structures is HF

optimised < LDA < FLAPW; (3) that the Hartree-Fock optimised {110} surface
structure is both close to that derived from LDA calculations and to that deduced

from surface x-ray diffraction15; the atomic displacements of which show good

agreement with experiment; (4) that the surface energy calculated from Hartree-
Fock calculations is dependent on the size of basis set used; (5) that convergence
of surface energy with slab thickness is faster using Hartree-Fock calculations
than density functional theory calculations; and that (6) theoretical calculations
have an important role to play in surface structure determination.
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Chapter 9

The Electron-Excess Gap States in Ti02 Rutile

9.1. Introduction

The rutile polymorph of titanium dioxide is insulating in its stoichiometric form
with a well defined electronic structure. The filled valence band consists mainly

of oxygen 2p states and is separated from the empty conduction band of Ti 3d, 4s
and 4p states by a gap of ~3eV. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown
that deposition of thin metal overlayers, metal doping or the creation of oxygen
vacancies on surfaces of Ti02 all induce states within the band gap, resulting

from excess electrons. These states have been observed at approximately 2.3eV

above the valence band edge, that is ~0.7eV below the conduction band edge, and
are frequently referred to as gap states. Knowledge of the electronic structure of
these states under different defect conditions, such as the presence of oxygen
vacancies or metal overlayers, is an important step towards understanding the
mechanism of reactions involving Ti02 in applications such as those mentioned
in the previous chapter.
In 1981 Henrich and Kurtz1 established experimentally that the defect free {110},

{100} and {001} surfaces of Ti02 did not show any gap states, and that defects

produced from fracturing these surfaces gave a small amount of emission in the

gap. Since then, each experimental study on the stoichiometric surfaces has
confirmed this observation2'3'4. The most common experimental technique used
to determine electronic structure, photoemission spectroscopy, was employed by

Egdell et at in 1986 and Aiura et at in 1994 to investigate the oxygen deficient

{110} surface. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was used by Mohamed
et al1 in 1988 to investigate the same surface. All three studies reported occupied
states in the band gap at ~leV below the conduction band edge. Aiura et at also

-3

found similar states for the oxygen deficient {001} surface, while Casanova et al

published results of occupied gap states for the {100} oxygen deficient surface in
1991. More recently, Purdie et al 8 used inverse and ultraviolet photoemission

spectroscopy to show that the adsorption of potassium on a {100} surface gave a

populated state in the band gap by charge transfer from K 4s to Ti 3d. The effect
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on the electronic structure due to the presence of Nb doped thin films on Ti02
was investigated by Okamura and Okushi9 in 1993 using isothermal capacitance
transient spectroscopy and two gap states were observed. See et al10 compared
thin films of Cu to Fe on the Ti02 {110} surface, and showed that a gap state was

only observed on Fe deposition as oxidation of Fe to Fe2+ and Fe3+ occured.
A good illustration of the similar effects of metal monolayer and creation of
surface oxygen vacancies on the electronic structure of TiC)2 was given by
Mohamed et al1 in 1988 and Prabhakaran et aln in 1992. Using EELS Mohamed
et al1 investigated the effect of evaporating a thin layer of titanium on the {110}
surface, the resulting spectrum of which was identical to that of their oxygen
deficient {110} surface. Prabhakaran et alu used resonance photoemission

spectroscopy and showed that the adsorption of potassium on the {100} surface
of Ti02 resulted in occupied states at the same binding energy as the states

associated with the oxygen deficient {100} surface.
Theoretical calculations have been carried out on non stoichiometric and perfect
surfaces of Ti02. The main area of study has been concerned with oxygen

deficient surfaces, although one recent study by Glassford and Chelikowsky12
was for Ru doped Ti02 which showed gap states ~leV above the valence band

edge. For stoichiometric surfaces, theoretical results, for the most part, are in

good agreement with experimental findings. For the non defective {110} surface,
no gap states were found by Munnix and Schmeits using the scattering theoretic

method,13 or by Wang and Xu14 using the tight binding extended Hiickel theory.
First principles calculations by Ramamoorthy et al15 and Goniakowski and
Gillan16 based on the local density approximation (LDA) using pseudopotentials,
FLAPW calculations by Vogtenhuber et al17 and spin restricted Hartree-Fock
calculations by Reinhardt and Hess18 also confirmed this. The ideal {001} and

{100} surfaces were also investigated by Wang and Xu14 and no gap states were

observed. From a theoretical point of view the picture for the oxygen deficient

{110} surface is not so clear. Wang and Xu14 found states ~0.7eV below the

conduction band egde on removal of a surface bridging oxygen, as did Tsukada et

al19 using the DV-Xa cluster method. However, contrary to this, Munnix and
90

Schmeits only found gap states on removal of a sub surface oxygen, and none
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on removal of a surface bridging oxygen. More recently, LDA calculations by

Ramamoorthy et al15 on the oxygen deficient {110} surface found states at the

edge of the conduction band, but not actually in the gap. However, recent plane
21

wave local spin density (LSD) calculations by Lindan et al predicted gap states

-l.leV above the valence band edge. Again using plane wave LSD calculations
Manassidis et al22 predicted a broad continuum of states starting at the valence
band upper edge of a reduced {110} surface of SnCL, which is isostructural with

Ti02, with the excess electron density localised at the site of the oxygen vacancy.
23

A similar electronic distribution was found by Ferrari and Pacchioni for the
reduced {100} surface of MgO. The oxygen deficient {001} surface of TiCb was

investigated24 using a tight binding approach, from which a tail of gap states were

found which grew with increasing oxygen vacancy concentration. Confusion also
exists for the oxygen deficient bulk as Ramamoorthy et al , Halley et al and
Lindan et al2X all reported the pressence of gap states, whereas Munnix and
Schmeits26 found no states within the band gap.

In summary, no gap states have been observed for the perfect surfaces of Ti02,

whereas, the presence of oxygen vacancies and certain metal overlayers have
been found to produce occupied gap states. Theoretically, calculations predict the
absence of gap states for stoichiometric surfaces, in accordance with

experimental findings, but some disagreement exists over the electronic structure

of the oxygen deficient {110} surface, and the oxygen deficient bulk. In view of
this disagreement, and the importance of understanding the nature of the reduced
state in TiC>2, ab initio Hartree-Fock calculations have been carried out on these

structures.

9.2. Results

9.2.1 Non-defective bulk

Based on the previously calculated lattice parameters of 4.561 A and 3.020 A for
a and c respectively the electronic structure of the non defective bulk was

calculated using both UHF and RHF procedures. As expected the converged
solutions were identical and confirmed the stoichiometric material to be a non

magnetic wide band gap insulator. The calculated densities of states (DOS),
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shown in figure 9.1, indicates that the valence band consists mainly of oxygen 2p
states, notably at the upper edge, with a total band width of 7.7eV. It is separated
from the mainly oxygen 2s band by a gap of 14eV. These compare with

experimental values of ~6eV and ~14eV respectively which suggest that overall

figure 9.1 is in good agreement with the experimentally measured bands of
Ti024. Titanium 3d states contribute to both bands thus indicating the presence of

partial covalent bonding. This is confirmed by the Mulliken population analysis,
which lead to total charges of +2.8e and -1.4e for Ti and O respectively.

Energy (eV)

Figure 9.1 Calculated upper and lower valence band DOS of bulk Ti02

9.2.2 Non-defective {110}, {100} and {001} surfaces

Figure 9.2 shows the calculated gap region of the non defective {001}, {100} and

{110} surfaces and 3D bulk. While there are small differences, which result

largely from different computational conditions, eg number of k points, it is clear
that the surface DOS are broadly similar to that for the bulk. Small differences in

atomic charge occur for the fully relaxed non defective slabs which are mainly
associated with low coordination surface atoms. In particular, the charge on the
outermost oxygens of the {100} and {110} slabs is decreased by ~0.2e with a
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small amount of redistribution over all other atoms. The main difference in

atomic charge for the {001} surface is an increase of ~0.3e on to the outermost

titanium atom. This is accompanied again by charge redistribution. However, the

important point is that no states occur in the band gap for any of the non

defective surfaces or the 3D bulk. This is in full agreement with previous

experimental1'2'3,4 and theoretical13'14'15 studies.
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Figure 9.2 Calculated upper valence band DOS of the relaxed {110}, {100} and

{001} surfaces of Ti02 compared with the bulk

9.2.3 One electron addition

UHF calculations were carried out for a one electron addition to the 3D bulk, the

{110} slab and the {100} slab. The symmetry of the systems was broken to

allow, but not force, the localisation of spin and/or charge. No subsequent surface
relaxations were carried out after electron addition. The second and third

columns of tables 9.1 and 9.2 summarise the changes in total Mulliken charge

(5q) and spin (8s) populations for the {110} and {100} surfaces respectively,

which result from one electron addition.
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1 electron addition 2 electron addition oxygen vacancy

Atom 8q 8s 8q 8s Sq 8s

O(l) 0.25 0.00 0.57 0.01 - -

Ti(l) 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.30 -1.01

Ti(2) -0.06 0.00 0.29 0.99 0.37 1.00

0(2) 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.19 0.00

0(3) 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.19 0.00

0(4) -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 -0.01

0(5) -0.08 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.04 0.01

Ti(3) -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.03

Ti(4) 0.39 0.98 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

0(6) 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00

Table 9.1 Changes in the total Mulliken population, 8q(e), and a - (3 spin

population, 8s(e), resulting from 1 and 2 electron additions to and surface oxygen

removal from a relaxed 9 layer {110} slab (Atom numbering corresponds to

figure 8.2(a))

1 electron addition 2 electron addition oxygen vacancy

Atom Sq 8s 8q 8s 8q 8s

O(l) 0.35 0.00 0.66 0.00 - -

Ti(l) 0.00 0.03 0.31 1.00 0.85 1.72

0(2) 0.03 -0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.01 -0.18

0(3) -0.07 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.16 -0.06

Ti(2) 0.38 0.98 -0.02 0.01 0.30 -0.97

Table 9.2 Changes in the total Mulliken population, 8q(e), and a - (3 spin

populations, 8s, resulting from 1 and 2 electron additions to and surface oxygen

removal from a relaxed 9 layer {100} slab (Atom numbering corresponds to

figure 8.2(b))
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For the {100} and {110} slabs the charge associated with the added electron

appears mainly on one oxygen atom at the surface and one titanium in the bulk.
Here the term 'bulk' refers to the atoms in the middle layers of the slab, which in
the non defective case have electron distributions which are identical to those of

the 3D bulk. The {100} slab contains an additional charge of 0.35e on 0(1) at the

surface, and 0.38e on Ti(2) in the bulk, where the numbering of the atoms refers
to figure 8.2(b). A slight redistribution of charge occurs throughout the remaining
atoms of the slab. Similarly for the {110} slab, additional charges of 0.25e and
0.39e localise at O(l) of the surface and Ti(4) of the bulk respectively. For

comparison, the addition of one electron to the 3D bulk results in 0.48e localising
on one titanium atom with the remaining 0.52e being equally distributed over the
remainder of the unit cell. Analyses of the corresponding spin densities indicate
localisation of the added spin solely at the Ti sites, with spin populations of 0.98
on Ti(2) of the {100} surface, 0.98 on Ti(4) of the {110} surface and 1.00 in the

3D bulk, with very little dispersion of spin elsewhere.
The calculated DOS for one electron addition are shown in figure 9.3. The

presence of new states above the valence band edge is clearly evident in all cases.
These states are not part of the conduction band, which although not shown here,

lies at higher energy above the electron excess states. These new gap states are

1.7eV, 1.3eV and l.leV above the valence band edges of the {100} slab, {110}
slab and 3D bulk respectively. These values are close to the experimentally
determined position which is ~2eV above the valence band edge.
A more detailed plot of the DOS for a one electron addition to the {110} surface

is shown in figure 9.4. In the upper panel, the spin projected DOS shows quite

clearly a near complete spin pairing of the oxygen 2p band and the spin polarised
nature of the gap states. The lower panel shows that exactly the same type of spin
localisation occurs for gap states in the 3D bulk.
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{110} slab one electron addition
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9.2.4 Two electron addition

UHF calculations were also carried out for a two electron addition to the {001},

{100} and {110} slabs, where in general, the majority addition of charge occurs

on the atoms of the surface layers. For the {001} slab, with the relaxed structure

of Ramamoorthy et al21, additional density was found on all surface atoms, with a

net loss in the lower layers and the bulk. Unrelaxed and relaxed {100} slabs with
the Ramamoorthy structure show almost identical charge redistribution. Again,
additional charge is found on the surface atoms, with ~0.6e on 0(1) and ~0.3e on

Ti(l), with depletion in the bulk, see table 9.2 for details. However, a significant
difference occurs in the DOS. The middle panel of figure 9.5 shows that lattice
relaxation opens up a gap of ~0.7eV at the valence band upper edge leading to

occupied states. Similar results were obtained for the {110} slab, where most of
the additional charge in the unrelaxed structure resides at 0(1) and Ti(l) of the
surface layers. Relaxation leads to a redistribution of added surface density which
now localises at O(l) and Ti(2) as shown in table 9.1 previously. As in the case

of the {100} slab, relaxation opens up a gap with occupied states ~1.43eV above
the valence band edge, as shown in figure 9.5. In all cases, the spin associated
with the addition of two electrons localises at a single surface Ti site which is

Ti(l) for the {001}, {100} and unrelaxed {110} slabs and Ti(2) for the relaxed

{110} slab.

The {110} slab was investigated in more detail, and the spin and atom projected
DOS shown in figure 9.6. As in the case of one electron addition, near complete

spin pairing of the oxygen 2p band is evident from the near mirror image of the

alpha and beta states. The gap states, on the other hand, which lie above the

0(2p) states are unquestionably spin polarised. The atom projected DOS reveal
that these states are largely associated with Ti(2).
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9.2.5 Oxygen deficient bulk and surface
The reduced bulk structure was constructed by the removal of one oxygen atom

from TigOi6 supercells, for which two types of calculation were carried out. The
first included the complete oxygen basis set at the vacancy position to allow for
the possible localisation of excess electron density at the vacancy site: the second

type of calculation neglected the vacancy functions altogether. For both types of
calculation converged magnetic insulating solutions were obtained with the
former lower in energy by 1.36eV. Table 9.3 contains details of the Mulliken

population analyses of these solutions, which not surprisingly, show somewhat
different electron distributions. The inclusion of vacancy site functions leads to

substantial localisation of electron density at the vacancy at the expense of the
next nearest neighbour Ti atoms. At the nearest neighbour Ti sites, on the other

hand, both the charge and spin density populations are nearly identical for the
two types of calculation. The corresponding valence band DOS are shown in

figure 9.7 where gap states are predicted for both types of calculation despite
evident differences between the electron distributions.

Lil

LU

-8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0

Energy(eV)

Figure 9.7 Calculated upper valence band DOS of TigOis: upper panel with

vacancy functions; lower panel without vancancy functions.
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A similar approach was adopted for the reduced {110} surface, where two types
of calculation were also carried out, with and without oxygen functions at the site

of the surface oxygen vacancy. The redistribution of Mulliken charge at the
surface was found to be similar to that of the reduced bulk, but in this case the

solution without vacancy functions was found to be lower in energy. The

explanation for this is that, for reasons which remain unclear, the calculations
which included vacancy functions constantly converged to an excited state. This
was subsequently shown by more extensive calculations which were carried out

at Daresbury by J. Muscat and N.M. Harrison28. For this reason, all subsequent
calculations for reduced surfaces were carried out without the addition of any

vacancy functions.

5q / 8s with vacancy functions without vacancy functions

8q (vac) -0.81 -

8s (vac) 0.70 -

8q(Ti(n)) -0.41 -0.53

Ss(Ti(n)) 1.05 1.01

8q(Ti(nn)) -0.08 -0.46

8s(Ti(nn)) 0.25 1.00

Table 9.3 Differences in the total Mulliken population, 8q and a - (3 spin

population, 8s, between TigOjs with and without vacancy functions.

The most extreme case of surface oxygen deficiency is the removal of a complete
surface oxygen layer from a {100} slab, 0(1) in the notation of figure 8.2(b),

leading to an excess of ~2.4e per slab unit cell. This redistributes mainly at Ti(l),
in an approximate high spin d2 configuration, with much less at Ti(2) and only a

minor increase at 0(3). A full analysis is detailed in columns 6 and 7 of table 9.2.

The oxygen deficient {110} slab was considered in greater detail. Here the
reduced surface corresponds to complete removal of bridging oxygens, 0(1) in
the notation of figure 8.2(a). In view of the experimental importance of this

surface, a complete structural relaxation was carried out by direct energy

minimisation. Small inward displacements of 0.02 A and 0.01 A were found for
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the five fold (Ti(l)) and four fold (Ti(2)) coordinated Ti atoms respectively. Both
surface oxygens, 0(2) and 0(3) relaxed outward by 0.39 A. These relaxations
were similar to the values found by Ramamoorthy et al15 which were 0.05 A,
0.13 A and 0.35 A respectively. This relaxed structure is lower in energy by
0.13eV than that obtained from LDA calculations15, with a relaxation energy of

5.87eV compared with the unrelaxed structure. Mulliken population analyses
show that the oxygen deficient {110} slab differs from the oxygen deficient

{100} slab and 3D bulk in the distribution of charge after the creation of an

oxygen vacancy. On removal of a surface oxygen from a {110} slab the electron

excess, ~1.3e is confined to the top two surface layers, with the majority of the

charge not confined to a single Ti, as found for the {100} slab, but redistributed

throughout the surface, with 0.30e on Ti(l), 0.37e on Ti(2) and 0.19e on 0(2) and

0(3). However, the most significant difference is found in the spin analysis for

oxygen deficient {110}, where UHF calculations predicted an antiferromagnetic

arrangement of the electron configurations at Ti(l) and Ti(2). In each case, 5s

was close to ±1 and very little spin dispersion was found elsewhere. The DOS

corresponding to these oxygen deficient structures are shown in figure 9.8.
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Figure 9.8 Calculated upper valence band DOS of 3D bulk, {110} and {100}
surface oxygen deficient states
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Once again, the most significant features of the reduced structure are the

appearance of gap states ~1.6eV, ~0.5eV and ~2.25eV above the valence band
upper edges of the {100} and {110} surfaces and 3D bulk respectively. A more

detailed spin and atom projected DOS for the {110} slab is shown in figure 9.9.
Here the atom projection illustrates the essentially Ti 3d nature of the gap states,

although a small contribution from oxygen 2p states exists. The spin projection
shows incomplete spin pairing of the 0(2p) band, but clearly illustrates the alpha
and beta spin polarisation of these two gap states.
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Figure 9.9 Calculated upper valence band spin- and atom-projected DOS of

oxygen deficient {110}

9.3. Discussion

All electron, periodic Hartree-Fock calculations have been carried out to

determine the electronic structure of the stoichiometric and reduced 3D bulk and

stoichiometric and defective {110}, {100} and {001} surfaces of Ti02. For the

non defective structures no gap states were found in agreement with previous

experimental1'2'3'4 and theoretical studies13'14'15. In every case UHF calculations
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lead to insulating solutions for the reduced surface whereas the corresponding
RHF calculations gave solutions which were higher in energy and in most cases

conducting. For the {110} slab, the addition of an electron to the bulk, or to the
surface, or the creation of a surface oxygen vacancy, lead to occupied states

within the band gap, as shown in figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.10 Comparison of calculated upper valence band DOS of the {110} slab
one and two electron addition and surface oxygen deficient states

This is in agreement with previous experimental5'6'7, and some theoretical15'19
findings for the oxygen deficient {110} surface. Spin polarisation is particularly

important and is evident in every case where the electron configuration differs
from that of the stoichiometric material. It should be noted that UHF theory

allows for the effects of spin polarisation, which many other theoretical methods
9 i

fail to address. This issue was investigated recently by Lindan et al using spin

polarised and non spin polarised plane wave pseudopotential density functional

theory calculations on the reduced {110} surface of TiCF rutile. It was found that
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the non spin polarised calculation resulted in a solution 2.77eV higher in energy

than the corresponding spin polarised solution which failed to detect any gap

states. The exclusion of spin polarisation could account for the findings of
Munnix and Schmeits20 who only found gap states resulting from a sub surface

oxygen vacancy and Ramamoorthy et al15 who found the states to be conducting,
and thus appearing at the edge of the conduction band.

Figure 9.11 shows the calculated DOS of the defective {100} surface. As found

previously for the defective {110} slab, gap states were observed both for the
reduced surface and that containing electron excess.
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Figure 9.11 Comparison of calculated upper valence band DOS of the {100} slab
one and two electron addition and surface oxygen deficient states

Also for the 3D bulk it was found that the creation of an oxygen vacancy resulted
in the emergence of a gap state. This is in agreement with Ramamoorthy et al15
using LDA and Halley et al25 using tight binding calculations, but in

disagreement with Munnix and Schmeits26 using the scattering theoretic method,
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who found no states in the gap. The electron excess associated with the reduced
bulk is localised at the site of the oxygen vacancy, the location of electron excess

previously reported for reduced SnC>216 and MgO by Manassidis et al22, but
contrary to Lindan et al21 who found the gap states to be localised in Ti(3d)
orbitals surrounding the oxygen vacancy.

9.4. Conclusion

The main conclusions of this chapter are that UHF calculations find: (1) that for
the non defective bulk and surfaces of TiC>2 there are no gap states; (2) gap states

for the reduced and electron excess bulk and surfaces of TiCF; (3) that all gap

states are insulating; (4) that for the surfaces, these gap states are spin polarised
in Ti(3d') or Ti (3d2) configurations; and (5) that in the reduced bulk the gap

states are associated mainly with electron density at the oxygen vacancy.
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Appendix

This appendix contains details of the exponents and contraction coefficients of
the Li, O, Ti, Mn and Fe basis functions, tables 1-5 respectively, which have been
used throughout this thesis.

Shell Type Exponents Coefficients

s P
Is 840.0 0.00264 0.0

217.5 0.00850 0.0

72.3 0.03350 0.0

19.66 0.18240 0.0

5.044 0.63790 0.0

1.5 1.0 0.0

2sp 0.51 1.0 1.0

Table 1. The exponents (bohr"2) and contraction coefficients of the Gaussian
functions used to represent the Li basis set

For O and Ti, enlarged basis sets were used which were simply constructed from
the same inner shells as the normal basis sets but with additional outer shells. For

example, the enlarged basis set for O was constructed from the same Is 2sp 3sp
shells as the normal basis set plus new 4sp and 3d shells, the exponents and
contraction coefficients of which are shown at the bottom of table 2. Similarly for

Ti, its enlarged basis set was constructed from the same Is 2sp 3sp 4sp 5sp shells
as the normal basis plus new 3d and 4d shells, the exponents and contraction
coefficients of which are shown at the bottom of table 3.
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Shell Type Exponents Coefficients

s p / d
Is 8020.0 0.00108 0.0/0.0

1338.0 0.00804 0.0/0.0

255.4 0.05324 0.0/0.0

69.22 0.1681 0.0/0.0

23.9 0.3581 0.0/0.0

9.264 0.3855 0.0/0.0

3.851 0.1468 0.0/0.0

1.212 0.0728 0.0/0.0

2sp 49.43 -0.00883 0.00958 / 0.0

10.47 -0.0915 0.0696 / 0.0

3.235 -0.0402 0.2065 / 0.0

1.217 0.379 0.347 / 0.0

3sp 0.4763 1.0 1.0/0.0

4sp 0.176 1.0 1.0/0.0

4sp 0.20 1.0 1.0/0.0

3d 0.570 0.0 0.0/ 1.0

Table 2. The exponents (bohT2) and contraction coefficients of the Gaussian
functions used to represent the O basis sets
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Shell Type Exponents Coefficients

s P
Is 225338 0.000228 0.0

323215 0.001929 0.0

6883.61 0.0111 0.0

1802.14 0.05 0.0

543.063 0.1701 0.0

187.549 0.369 0.0
73.2133 0.4033 0.0

30.3718 0.1445 0.0

2sp 554.042 -0.0059 0.0085

132.525 -0.0683 0.0603

43.6801 -0.1245 0.2124

17.2243 0.2532 0.3902

7.2248 0.6261 0.4097

2.4117 0.282 0.2181

3sp 24.4975 0.0175 -0.0207

11.4772 -0.2277 -0.0653

4.4653 -0.7946 0.1919

1.8904 1.0107 1.3778

4sp 0.8126 1.0 1.0

5sp 0.3297 1.0 1.0

3d 7.935 0.1127 0.0

1.8324 0.3927 0.0

0.4681 0.5206 0.0

3d 16.2685 0.0675 0.0

4.3719 0.2934 0.0

1.464 0.5658 0.0

0.5485 0.545 0.0

4d 0.26 1.0 0.0

Table 3. The exponents (bohr2) and contraction coefficients of the Gaussian
functions used to represent the Ti basis sets
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Shell Type Exponents Coefficients

s p d

Is 292600.0 0.000227 0.0 0.0

42260.0 0.0019 0.0 0.0

8947.0 0.0111 0.0 0.0

2330.0 0.0501 0.0 0.0

702.0 0.1705 0.0 0.0

242.9 0.3691 0.0 0.0

94.95 0.4035 0.0 0.0

39.58 0.1437 0.0 0.0

2sp 732.1 -0.0053 0.0086 0.0

175.6 -0.0673 0.0612 0.0

58.51 -0.1293 0.2135 0.0

23.13 0.2535 0.4018 0.0

9.754 0.6345 0.4012 0.0

3.454 0.2714 0.2222 0.0

3sp 38.39 0.0157 -0.0311 0.0

15.44 -0.2535 -0.0969 0.0

6.178 -0.8648 0.2563 0.0

2.824 0.9337 1.655 0.0

4sp 1.209 1.0 1.0 0.0

5sp 0.4986 1.0 1.0 0.0

3d 22.59 0.0 0.0 0.0708

6.167 0.0 0.0 0.3044

2.064 0.0 0.0 0.5469

0.7401 0.0 0.0 0.5102

4d 0.249 0.0 0.0 1.0

Table 4. The exponents (bohr" ) and contraction coefficients of the Gaussian
functions used to represent the Mn basis set
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Shell Type Exponents Coefficients

s P d

Is 315400 0.000227 0.0 0.0

45690 0.0019 0.0 0.0

9677 0.0111 0.0 0.0

2521 0.0501 0.0 0.0

759.7 0.1705 0.0 0.0

263.0 0.3692 0.0 0.0

102.8 0.4033 0.0 0.0

42.97 0.1434 0.0 0.0

2sp 798.3 -0.0052 0.0085 0.0

191.2 -0.068 0.0608 0.0

63.69 -0.1314 0.2114 0.0

25.36 0.2517 0.3944 0.0

10.73 0.6433 0.398 0.0

3.764 0.2825 0.2251 0.0

3sp 48.14 0.0122 -0.0215 0.0

17.46 -0.2278 -0.085 0.0

6.997 -0.8801 0.201 0.0

3.079 0.9755 1.302 0.0

4sp 1.314 1.0 1.0 0.0

5sp 0.5532 1.0 1.0 0.0

3d 30.48 0.0 0.0 0.0583

8.692 0.0 0.0 0.2591

3.101 0.0 0.0 0.5162

1.171 0.0 0.0 0.5656

4d 0.4298 0.0 0.0 1.0

Table 5. The exponents (bohr" ) and contraction coefficients of the Gaussian

functions used to represent the Fe basis set
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